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Pledge Period 
Underway 
SEE SECTION A. PA6E 5 
Murray Comes 
To Town 
I  Setting The Pace In JL Progressive Era  / 
SEE SECTION I 
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'Politics Divide People,' 
Madame Pandit Says 
to   Madame   Pan- 
recently   was    a 
hru    who   formed India's  first  member   of the Indian  Parlla- 
government following her libera-  ment,"Democracy—     in       the 
tion from Gnat Britain. teaching of Gbandl—means that if 
How Sweet 
It Is 
Eastern seniors Bob Beck (30) and Ron 
House (73) lead the way as Coach Roy 
Kidd is carried from the field following the 
Colonels'   16-7 win   over arch-rival Western 
last Saturday in-Bowling Green. For stories, 
feature! and pictures of the Colonels' biggest 
win of the year, turn to Section C of this 
edition.    (Staff   Kioto   by   Bob   Whltlock) 
Graduate Exam Is Scheduled 
The Graduate Record Exami- 
nation will be administered Sat- 
urday, December 7, 1968 to all 
seniors who plan to graduate in 
January, June, or August 1969. 
The aptitute test will be admln- 
* -»lsterwi rn the morning and ad- 
vanced tests in appropriate ma- 
jors in the afternoon. Seniors 
wishing to take the exam will 
report to the Ferrell Room of 
the Bert Combs Building at 8:15 
a.m. December 7 for room as- 
signments. 
This is the only time this ac- 
ademic year that the GRE will 
be administered to seniors 
through the Institutional Test- 
ing Program at no cost to the stu- 
the    university     through    this testing   program  must pay $15 
administration of these exams, to take the aptitute test and one 
1.     A student has the oppor- advanced test, 
tunlty to participate in this im-     2.   A student will be In a bet- 
portant national testing program ter position to plan his future 
at no cost to himself. Students because he will learn if he meets 
who take tM GRE"fit the natto'narthe necessary shore*    require- 
'All-American' Rating 
Awarded Milestone 
ments for entrance Into graduate 
school. Host graduate schools 
and many employers require GRE 
Describing her mission as "the Madame Pandit is a sister According 
building of bridges between peo- 0f the late Prime Minister Ne- dit, who until 
pies," Madame V. L. Pandit 
said Tuesday nights. "Politics 
is a dividing factor between peo- 
ples that makes them forget many 
of the basic things that they 
share." 
Madame Pandit, the only wo- 
man ever to sit as president of 
•the "Onited"Nations General As- 
sembly, said that centuries ago 
'the Emperor Asoka had erected 
in her country pillars with writ- . 
ing lnsdrbed on them that reads 
like the charter of the United 
Nations." 
She said the structure of In- 
dia's government is based upon 
the principles of Mahatma Ghan- 
di, "who was the first leader to 
teach that liberty can be won 
without fighting and bloodshed 
but by following the words of 
Christ and Buddha." 
Nixon Wins 
In Election 
On Campus 
Nixon's the one, Eastern stu- 
dents voted in last Thursday's 
mock election. 
The Republican presidential 
candidate won 58.6 per cent of 
the votes while Democratic can- 
didate Hubert Humphrey won 
22.5 per cent and American In- 
dependent Party candidate 
George Wallace had 17.7 per cent. 
In Kentucky's race for the U.S. 
Senate, Republican candidate 
Marlow Cook defeated his Demo- 
cratic opponent {Catherine Peden 
69.1 per cent to 30.1 per cent. 
In the presidential balloting, 
vote totals were Nixon, 607; Hum- 
Madame 
Pandit 
Madame V. L. Pandit, the only 
woman ever to sit as president 
of the nited Nations General 
Assembly, steps to the podium 
to make an address here Tues- 
day night She told an audience 
of 500 that India is progressing 
toward a higher standard of liv- 
ing. (Staff Photo by Ken Har- 
low) 
you're moving toward a noble ob- 
jective, only the noblest means 
are good enough to achieve It." 
She pointed out India's'strate- 
gic location in Asia, where nation 
after nation has aoaicatea from 
Ideals of Democracy. She said 
it would be fatal to Democracy 
for India to fall. 
She said India, has unrest a- 
mong its youth, just as Ameri- 
ca, and attributed this to a feel- 
ing of Insecurity, and the fact 
that knowledge has Increased 
faster than wisdom. 
"Science has forced us to live 
in a certain way and we are un- 
comfortable with the change which 
we feel to be too rapid," she said. 
She said India is governed under 
the principle that "if a nation 
demands freedom, It must be1) 
willing to grant freedom to all 
peoples, Including Its own min- 
orities." 
She said, "We cannot build 
bridges between peoples if we 
do not build bridges between our 
own minorities." 
Madame Pandit appeared at 
Eastern In the fourth annual Gar- 
vlee Klncald lecture series. She 
has served her country as am- 
bassador to the Soviet Union, the 
United States and the United 
Kingdom. 
90 Per Cent 
i 
Pledged To 
Chapel Fund 
For    the fourth   consecutive can award and one of 18 to win 
year. Eastern's yearbook. The the award from all categories, 
Milestone,   has      won   an AH- the ACP said. 
American honor rating. ■ 
The rating was awarded the I Student yearbooks, magaslnes, 
dent This administration is open 1968 Milestone In the 48th *nd newspapers from more than 
to seniors only. Graduate stu- All-Amerlcan Yearbook Critical 900 colleges and universities 
dents and others must take the service conducted by the Assoc- across the nation Were Judged 
:  on a national testing date lated    Collegiate   Press,    with In the ACP rating on the basis 
scores   from  their prospective phr4}V    238    and Wallace.  184. 
graduate students or employe*.  sleven write-in votes also were A student may transmit hS, ^^ 
scores on these tests to selecw- y of the ballots cast "from reg- 
graduate schools if he 40 desires, istered voters, the former vlce- 
During the last two years sevijral president* 4*d 475 votes, while 
students who had no aspirations Humphrey (had 183 and Wallace 
toward graduate school did better had 160. 
on this exam than they had expect-     Of ballots^ rom Kentucky ros- 
ed   to do and   reoriented  their idents, Nixoa had got 414 votes, 
planning to include enrollment in Humphrey got 167   and Wallace 
graduate school. had 146.  ' ' 
3.  A student will learn how he 
stauaiwn 
Held Last Weekend 
Eastern's Century Fund drive 
to raise $200,000 to construct a 
non-denominational Meditation 
Chapel on the campus Is nearly 
announced  yesterday. 
The fund has climbed to $176,- 
000 thanks to a recent surge 
of faculty and alumni contribut- 
compares  with college  seniors 
nationally on these tests. 
4. The seniors will probably 
do better on this exam now 
than at any later time In their 
lives. 
5. The  Faculty Senate has 
A weekend of activities for the pledging ceremonies from seven . 
Gamma Omlcron chapter of Alpha local women. Miss PhlUlps and lot?j£jt '%*£* ^S^LfiS 
Gamma Delta marked the in- Miss Sandker were Installed this tK„!^?ril °L_*wHIt.,^2!? 
stallatlon of the first member summer at special ceremonies In ^^^^SSSSS' ^fn" 
of the National Panhallenlc Con- Missouri. EjKjB J^rSSSWlK 
ferencehere. Chapter  members from     tt.vm,™b*r8J? J? ?H    ,TT 22 Z? 
A fireside  last Friday after- Universities   of   Indiana,   Tm-^JSSSL,   nS    fffffff? 
noon in   the date lounge of Mc- nessee and Kentucky conducted »SJK52#k25. JS?1*-8, 
Hall was  the first of- workshop for the Eastern chapter   *e HXUSS ^SSJSS" 
flcial activity of the   festivities Saturday morning. That was fol- !^J??J^edeUyedthe/rp1"!: 
that attracted Alpha Gamma Del- lowed  by official initiation ser- f*Z Z°7 W1U ZZJzS? forward 
"Of course, I was happy with ta  members from a three-state vices that afternoon in the Fel- P       &T e<Mt or 
the   vote   results,"  Dan  Crum, area. lowship Hall of the First Chris- come,_flos« enough to consider 
In the U.S. Senate balloting, 
Cook got 491 votes   Miss Peden 
got 214 votes   and  Independent r 
candidate Duane Olson got five „™Y», 
votes. 
IffaRj ^  ^ ^    headquarters at the Unlve'rsityof of content,  writing, layout, and JJJ. for ourVduatoschXl R^bllcans  said. 
?3 ■tE^rSJSFJSJij Minnesota. makeup. „w * _ Lynn Brothers, 
adopted   a   policy  whereby ap-  8eluor»  President of  the Young     A living purpose program was tlan Church. 
ready  done so should report to Richard Eads, Parts, and Mar- arbnoks  arp 
room 200 of the Coates Admlnls- sha Webster   ' 
tration Building as soon as pos- co_edltors 
sible to register for these exams. whlch was cited for Its 
our drive completed, by the tar- 
presented   by   members   of  the     Presiding as initiation officers RujS-5'L£Umnl  chief 3'   W* 
With   scores   below   the   20th    ^J"« o um  senior, presi-  University of Tennessee chapter  were     members  of the Epsilon   ™"inBn ana- 
evaluated In percentlle     'within    programs' den   *  tne    YounK Democrats, of Alpha Gamma Delta Saturday Chapter at UK with ritual   sup-     Homecoming plans are to honor 
Hbdgenvllle, were comparison   with   other   books shall   be   viewed   as  marginal. e*Pressed displeasure with the   morning.  It was followed by an ervlslon by Mrs. Jess L. Gard- members of the Century Club with 
of   the  Milestone. from SChools with equal enroll- Percentlles to be used shall be vote results »nd . added that the oral pledge ceremony    conduct- ner, Lexington. a   special  halfUme show by the 
' Appeal- campus election Is lndlca- ed by Beth Brandenburgh, Lex-      The presentation  of the   new 150-member  Marching Maroons 
register. 
Several   benefits       will     be 
realized by the seniors and by 
Soviet Students 'Up To Date' 
er has grown   into a 
detailed curriculum. 
Paul Shott, an Instructor   in 
the social science department, 
is a student in that curriculum 
specialising   In Soviet Industrial 
geography. 
It was that field of study that 
led Shott on a 13L000 mile Na- 
tional Defense Education As- 
sociation study of the Soviet Un- 
ion this past summer. 
The study-toir was the wrap- 
up of a two-year program of- 
fered by the Office of Educa- 
tion to geographers, who spec- 
ialised in the Soviet Union. The 
initial part of the program was 
put into operation In the summer 
of 1967 when twelve geographers 
and five staff members did ex- 
tensive research at the Uni- 
versity of Washington. 
The group reassembled in June 
to head for the Soviet Union and 
a ten-week study tour. The len- 
gth of the study was cut short by 
nine days when the student-ed- 
ucators were forced to leave 
the Communist stronghold on 
the eve of the Chechoslovak- 
ian invasion. 
The group first went to Mos- 
cow State University, a school 
lngton, and Mrs. Merle King, chapter's charter highlighted band *nd a special post-game re- 
province president from Mem- the Installation Banquet Lat- jeption in Walnut Hall of the Keen 
phis, Tennessee. urday night in the Sidney   Clay (°hnson Student Union Building, 
majority of the seniors must ™«««Der8 m me xounguemo- Misses Linda PhUllps and dining room. Mrs. Robert Swine- "embers wUl be recognised at 
of only two from colleges and uni- Donald R, Feltner,deanofpub- take these exams through this crat8 ajad tne Young Republicans, Brenda Sandker, president and hart, third grand vice president tne game» which pits Eastern a- 
verslttes ^n the 10,000 enroll- Uc affairs atEastern, Is the ad- program if these data are to be wno J°lntly sponsored the elec- vice-president of the new Gamma of Alpha Gamma Delta, per- S*40*4 Murray State University in 
ment group to win the All- Amert- viser of the Milestone staff. valid tlon, counted the votes. Omlcron  chapter,   presided    at formed  the honors,  making the wnat could *• the championship 
presentation  to  Miss  PhlUlps. game of the 0hio VaU*v Confer- 
Speaker at the banquet was Dr. •n»e" ,, , E     ._. 
Henry G. Martin, vice president     A      ?~u^d.-bre%"n^    c«re" 
for student affairs. mony at halftime will see lead- 
Charter members Initiated last •r» * the century Fund drive 
weekend were: Marlene Boothe, spading earth from a wheel bar- 
Vine Groove; Carol King) f°* °? tne ■*■ of ** Meditation 
Moorestown, N. J.; Pat Swango, Ch*Pel« 
Ketterlngton, Ohio;  Vicky  Tan-     * JgjL? *he4 Centnry  Club Nunn  membershIP    U«t   reveals that 
of public attitudes. Louisville; Nancy Ehrenber.Cin- W?»,10° J** been tffdged by lo- 
"For them (privileged class) cinnatl; Debbie Dawson, Inde- ^(Madison County) persons and 
the laws governing man's past pendence; Linda Davis, Ellsa- orpw^tions. A total of $55 - 
and future actions have been bethtown; Carol Johnson, Ash - 5°0 has been pledged by faculty 
explained and explicitly fore- land; Vickl Long, Louisville; Ann ■nd sta,f members and students 
cast largely by Marx, Engels Preece, Grundy, Virginia; Geor- bringing the total amount pledged 
and Lenin." gla Thomason, Leltchfleld; Mary °y   faculty   and staff members 
Shott was Impressed with the Jean Hampton, LaGrange. (Oeatfaaei «■ Fag* Few) 
Soviets'     curiosity    about   the 
Eastern Instructor Part Of Russian'Study-Tour' 
BY SHELLI DENHAM' 
STAFF WRITER 
In these days of advanced 
technology when the importance 
of cold war propoganda be- 
comes paramount, understand- 
ing the Communist    mind and ^^ w„„ 
knowing the capabilities of   the ten miles from the Kremlin and 
world's largest Communist pow-  Moscow   proper   which   
massive, easy access to the Russian cap- 
of some 42000 students. There, and everywhere he traveled, was Shotf s  project was: "A    Com-  Moscow   the group headed out 
Shott found the students to   be the inability of either he or his parison Of Retail Prices In Se- into  the  vast regions' of    the 
'very conscious and up to date associates to obtain a   western lected Cities Iq The U. S. A. And Soviet Union. Before the study- 
fPf^L c^?"8 ,conditions in    *"* newspaper. "Certain newsstands u. S. S. R.: An Economic-Geo- tour was over   the group   had 
x! ' carry The New York Tlmes. The graphic Study - 1968 (including logged 13 000 miles and visited 
Moscow State University,   or London Times and other western A   Cost   Analysis   Study Of 87 all fifteen RepubUcs in the Sov- 
Lomonoson State University   as papers,"  he said, "but   due to Goods  And Services Expressed let Union. 
If s often called, Is located some their popularity and demand they In    Worktime To Buy Them)."     A steel mUl in Donetsk, a coal 
are    sold    out    almost    lm- He also took on a smaller pro- mine in the Kuznetsk Region, a 
Br.  1 hich offered mediately." ject which dealt with "Selected tea    plantation in Georgia,     a 
Each member of the study team Determinants  For Plant Loca-  cotton collective in Kasakhstan 
ltai for Shott and the study team, was given a research project to tlon In  The  Donbas   Region." a hydroelectric plant (largest In 
the world) at Bratsk and a re- 
indeer farm In Murmansk were 
some of the places the group 
visited. 
They also went to places where 
many    Americans    would   not 
said 
'bourgeois objectivism,'      anrf 
portray themselves as engineers ner,   Richmond;   Linda 
One problem he found   there, conduct while in the Soviet Union.    *?After two weeks of study   at 
mm -M 
Western {influence 
Strong (In Cities 
American way of life, "espec- 
ially politics, food, housing and 
recreation." 
His most immediate thought 
about the "people he came In 
contact with was that "they 
(the people) tend to be more 
friendly  and open    outside   of 
Yep, Sig Nus Made It, 
38 Pedal 187 Miles 
Last  Saturday's football vie-     The bicycle, which was donat- 
over   the   Hllltoppers     of ed to the fraternity by the Mad- 
Western  could be, In part,   at- lson National Bank, was In  turn 
"I think this Is partly explain- trlbuted  to  the  spirit-    raising given to the Potter's Orphanage 
nttr «T cfrinpse borSr- the ed by vast distances, climatic antics of 38 Eastern Sigma Nu of Bowling Green by Sigma Nu. 
Hn~Jrtan, <M£MIM an J- extremes and even nationalistic Pledges, graduates, and actives. Phil Harris, the commander 
w
» . *
K
 . MMIMMUM.    »w/.h   nioro.     Their   much-  celebrated # 187 of Sigma Nu,   said, 'We espec- 
' Feminity 
Is Different' 
Privileged Class 
'Friendly' 
nese border; 
Stonoes     an     ag- 
Honihirai   AmAriment area east Interdependence    which   places 
and   severe stress on the    people, mile bicycle   excursion     from ially   thank   Hunter Harris     of 
making  strangers    more     ac- Richmond to Bowling Green be- Richmond and the Kentucky State 
ceptable    because     of   seldom came a reality when active Wayne PoUce for their help and    co - 
visitations to this Immense partGlass peddled up to Western's new operation   with  the fraternity.'" 
of the U. S. S. R." L.   T.   Smith  stadium  Saturday 
Shott, who is pursuing his doc- morning to present the fra- 
torate at the University of Cin- ternlty's football to Coach Roy 
cinnatl    expounded on ways  he Kldd. 
and hs peers got some citizens       Coach Kldd was Impressed by 
with   "tho e "   to talk to them. "Kennedy half- the boys' school spirit and com- 
s£I^ tJZd th« nrofeSlonal doUars, Jass records, ballpoint mented, "If you fellows can ten In the UPI Small CoUege 
nJS n^ttSnJSS class" Pens, playboy magasinesL and travel 187 miles on a bicycle.we Poll, this time in eighth place. 
iTK%«?H»J»V and ««ablV^6ut novefs. especially ones bybrls- (the football team) can carry the WMt,rn Kentucky, sixth last 
iSUy treiUngan^MSU? ler, Hemmingway and Faulkner," ball over the goal line at least JS^S^^iSSZ^ ^m 
ibS rega^ngKSlcal phll- he reflected, "were always ef- three Umes." Kldd also said la ert0 ^ g£ ^ chaBg# m 
osoDhATHewldI theytertvUeg-   *****   *> 0P«n *™ toe  more thattla11 the f rater nlttes' cheering    Un^ ' du€ to Eaat^n-, 
S& "singly £t WeS-  ^rehensive ciUsen." sections were ^-gg^ A; Weaten^,^ w^k 1- 
•rn Ideals   of impartiality   and        (Conttaued on Page Five)      game. 7 In Bowling Green. 
of Tashkent In central Asia  . 
Khabarovsk^ on the Amur River 
m bordering Red China. 
Although most of the 
Shott met in the Soviet 
were professionally 
"graduate students, 
and   managers 
spend most of 
people 
Union 
ortented- 
scientists 
"— "ha  tried to 
his free    time 
Eastern Gains 
In UPI Poll 
Eastren  is  back  in   the   top 
■asseaa 1 i s\ yHi ml* 
■ 
I 
I    I '. 
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  Mike Park 
Steve Lawrence 
adviser A Time To Forget Gripes 
Special Spirit Invades At Homecoming 
Glen  Kleine 
That special spirit that only a home- 
coming could produce has once again per- 
vaded the campus in anticipation of the 
weekend festivities that touch off to- 
morrow with the all-campus pep rally. 
Students have been hard at work all 
week preparing floats and dormitory de- 
corations for display Saturday in the an- 
nual parade and campus-wide judging. 
Fifteen lovely coeds, chosen from 48 
in a run-off election, will be presented at 
the dance tomorrow night and ride in the 
parade Saturday. Then, that afternoon, 
one will be crowned queen of the weekend 
celebration prior to the game. 
As is the case every year, multitudes 
SEE IT /■ 
Memorable Weekend 
by craig ammerman 
Last weekend's journey to Bowling 
Green was one of the most satisfying ever 
imaginable, and for more reasons than 
one. 
The victory over Western may well 
have been the greatest in Eastern his- 
tory, and once again, for more reasons 
than one. 
Western had just risen to a third- 
place national ranking. A celebrating 
spirit prevailed everywhere one went Fri- 
day night in Bowling Green. School of- 
ficials were preparing to dedicate a 20,- 
000-seat stadium. It was Homecoming at 
Western. 
In the end, it was probably one of the 
worst Homecomings in any school's his- 
tory. When the final whistle blew, most 
of the overflow crowd had long since filed 
from their seats. 
What was even more satisfying than 
the win itself, was the manner in which 
the Colonels won, and likewise, the man- 
ner in which the Hilltoppers fell to de- 
ft 
The trouble all started over three 
weeks ago when Western officials in- 
formed Eastern athletic director Glenn 
Presnell that plenty of tickets would be 
available for any Colonel fans who made 
the trip to Bowling Green. Then, last 
Tuesday, those same officials said the 
game was a sell-out, and that no tickets 
were available for anyone. 
It's doubtful that anyone really be- 
lieved Western at that point. Most peo- 
ple thought they were just ti—:"g to hold 
the crowd down, and would sell tickets to 
any person who made the long trip  a- 
cross state. 
After all, it's been said that turn about 
is fair play, and Eastern did sell tickets 
to any Western partisan that attended 
last year's 14-14 tie, despite the fact that 
15,000 people were crammed into an area* 
built for 7,500. 
But fair play, as the Colonels were to 
find out later, did not figure in Western's 
plans. 
As game time neared, lines of Eastern 
students formed outside the yet-to-be de- 
dicated L. T. Smith Stadium expecting tQ 
buy tickets. Those expectations were nev- 
er realized. Though some students did 
gain admittance by entering with the 
football team, band, or crashing gates, 
most were forced to stand at fences pro- 
tecting each end of the stadium. 
It's not that there was no place to 
put the Eastern students either. There 
was plenty of room in both end zones and 
on the side opposite the stands to put 
portable bleachers. But Western officials 
said that girls' high heels would ruin the 
track surface that encircles the playing 
field. 
Then the game started. Western's 
tactics took on a new look this time: it 
was directed at Eastern quarterback Jim 
Guice. 
Twice during the Colcnels' first two 
series of downs,  Guice was sent to the 
ground long after he had gotten rid of ■ifch^fiootball. Both instances were obvious 
.-.lattejnpts jto hurt the little All-American 
'candidate, and the second one succeeded. 
Guice was helped from the field. For 
over a quarter, he was unable to regain 
his senses. During the time Guice was on 
the bench, tailback Jimmy Brooks was 
thrown out of bounds and subsequently 
slugged by a Western defender. 
Guice later returned to the lineup. 
From there it was only a matter of time 
as the Colonels convincingly moved to the 
all-important victory. 
Only those incidents by the Western 
defensive unit and the school officials 
marred an otherwise perfect weekend. 
Western student body president Bill 
Streaffer and two young ladies certainly 
made Friday night a memorable one. All 
the students'at the various parties on the 
campus went out of their way to be 
courteous. 
But the actions of other Western re- 
presentatives left a sour taste in one's 
mouth. It only made common sense to ad- 
mit the Eastern students to the game, 
especially when that practice had been 
followed the year before in a much more 
crowded situation. 
And the attempts to injure Guice were 
the cheapest blows seen in some time 
in collegiate football. 
As I see it; there is no place in higher 
education or any of its related programs 
for the practices used in Bowling Green 
last Saturday. 
of alumni will return this weekend for 
another look at their alma mater and its 
football team. 
Special honored guests among those 
returning alumni this year are former 
Progress editors. A look at the records 
made by these distinguished people since 
they left Eastern speaks well for the 
quality of the personnel that have man- 
aged the student newspaper here.    • 
To these former editors, the staff of 
the Progress owes a lot. For it is they 
who have established a tradition of jour- 
nalistic excellence that goes to each Pro- 
gress staff to uphold. It is to them that 
we owe a challenge that provides much 
of the energy needed to produce this pub- 
lication weekly. 
For all, the weekend should be a 
unique one. It should be a time to forget 
petty gripes and join in the fun. And it 
should be a time to be thankful. 
Too many times we as students, be- 
come so involved with changing existing 
situations, and revising time-honored 
standards, we too quickly forget just how 
fortunate we might be. 
Too many times we forget, or maybe 
never even remember, the hard work 
and long hours put in by many people to 
Kut this University  where it is today, 
[any of those people will be returning to 
campus this weekend. 
Many others still involved with the 
on-going growth and improvement of 
their alma mater will be in attendance. 
It is them that we sometimes never 
consider. They have long been dedicated 
to the growth of Eastern, and sometimes 
their contributions are overlooked. 
This weekend appears an appropriate 
time to call a moratorium to our calls for 
change, our. cries for student involve- 
ment. 
This weekend should be a time to 
pause and reflect on those who came be- 
fore us-those who are responsible for this 
institution's very existence. 
For it is the 15,000 alumni of this 
University who have year after year told 
the Eastern story. It is their perform- 
ances that have been greatly responsible 
for the growth that occurs daily. 
This weekend should be a time for 
fun. A time when all join in the festivi- 
ties that only a university Homecoming 
can offer. 
And, even more important, this week- 
end is the time for, all to be thankful for 
those many thbusswicW of people who have 
by their deeds and accomplishments, 
moved Eastern from a small teacher's 
college to a budding University. 
¥fW MAM WflDT mo 
VDT/W6 BOOTH AWP 
Turned Liberal 
Dear Editor: 
Concerning the picture of Miss Coleen Lieske 
en page 9 of the October 24th Progress: If she 
wears that wool plaid suependered Jumper by 
Itself, as Inferred by the caption, under the 
picture, we, the undersigned .will personally see 
to her "protection" while she is wearing this 
jumper on campus. 
We are extremely encouraged by this new, 
literal fashion policy of ycur conservative news- 
paper. 
Keep up  the good work! 
Dan Watson 
Trent Talmage 
Homecoming Dance 
Needs Support 
Tomorrow night's Homecoming dance, 
featuring B. J. Thomas and the Wildcats, 
marks the first time in quite a while that a 
band appealing to the youth has been con- 
tracted to play for this event. 
The Student Association, Homecoming 
committee and the Progress spoke out for 
such a move in full belief that the students 
would support the financial endeavor. 
To bring B. J. Thomas to campus re- 
quired $1,500. The Student Association sup- 
plied $800 and the remaining $700 was 
furnished by the Alumni Association. 
Both t groups believed that students 
would be more than willing to pay $5 per 
couple for the opportunity to hear a band 
that appeals to most of them. 
Now it's up to the students to prove that 
the faith placed in them by groups on cam- 
pus was worthwhile. The success or failure 
of future Homecoming dances rests with 
the success or failure of tomorrow night's 
dance. 
Support The Band 
Dear Editor: 
The Eastern Progress has for the past two 
football seasons practically Ignored the March- 
ing Band here at Eastern. No pictures have 
appeared and no articles have been written. 
Many long hours of practice have been (and 
will be) spent in preparation for the shows 
each week, not only by those of us who march, 
but by Mr. Grose and his assistants who have 
spent many long nights planning the shows. 
I think that it is about time we got "a 
little share of the cake." Ask those who saw 
us at Western   this past weekend. 
Sincerely, 
Glenn Thienel 
which are indeed easier to say, seem to have 
more swing, and certainly have a more rowdy 
atmosphere. 
Mr. Sharp (which he isn't) shows amazing 
largess in his willingness to be called "honkie" 
or "calkie" especially since these words could 
never have the connotations of the degrading 
terms for Negroes. (Haa Mr. Sharp ever heard 
of a "honkie in a woodpile" or "catch a calkie 
by the toe?") Perhaps if Mr. Sharp were black 
instead of white, he, too, would out of necessity 
take his pigmentation very seriously, Hte tea 
typical rationalization of an inhumane and self- 
righteous individual whose parents "never 
brought him up to hate one-tenth of the people 
in America." 
Apparently Mr. Sharp did not learn the les- 
sons of courtesy or compassion either. Mr. 
Sharp's advance apology Included In hte article 
does not displace the anger, distrust and hurt 
which he aroused In black and white readers. 
Sincerely, 
Max * Carol Good 
Cast The First Stone 
Dear Edtlor: 
To those who would judge the many by the 
acts of a few as was cynically and Irresponsibly 
written in a letter In the Progress last week, I 
would offer the following two quotes by and 
from one whom should be familiar to certain 
parties: St Matthew, C-7, V-l-2 "Judge not 
that ye be not judged. For with what judge- 
ment ye Judge, ye shall be judged, and with 
what means ye mete, It shall be measured to 
you again." And St. John, C-8, V-l "He that 
Is without sin among you, let him first cast a 
stone...." « 
C. Allen Muncy 
Sharp Criticized 
Dear Editor: 
Last week's Progress contained an article, 
"A Word's Distortions," by Joe Sharp which 
proved very interesting. It was Interesting be- 
cause it was so naively and llloglcally written. 
Mr. Sharp's main reason (actually his only 
reasons) for using the word "Nigger" are that 
it Is "easier to say, fits sentences better, seems 
to have more swing, and has a rowdy atmo- 
sphere." If these are the only criteria for the 
use of a word then by the same reasoning 
there is a certain four-letter word, which could 
be  substituted  for   more  sophisticated   terms 
In Defense Of Vietnam 
Dear Editor: . _,_ .„,_. 
The members of the EKU Veterans Chib feel 
obliged to comment on a letter which appeared 
In the October ltth issue of the Egress end 
on its author Richard S. ScherubeL Instructor 
of Art. Mr. Scherubel's letter purports to defend 
free speech and protests attempts to nlence 
himself and certain unnamed colleagues who 
are "openly critical of United States policy, 
particularly of its postiire in Viet Nam." White 
we feel our main purpose at Eastern te to get 
an education, not engage In semantic duels, we 
do wish to point out certain logical inconsist- 
encies in Mr. Scherubel's letter. '  - 
He states that he "does not know that It 
Is even possible to Indoctrinate students about 
anything — even course content" Later he 
speaks of "the most subtle yet effective pro- 
paganda machine In the history of civilisation 
and cites a Gallup Poll showing "what wonder- 
ful and positive effects combat has on our 
young men," as an example of its horrible ef- 
fectiveness. However, former college students 
comprise a great many of these same deluded 
victims of the machine he Is speaking about 
What happened to their immunity against In- 
doctrination," sir? Are we to assume that a 
college education is not only totally wasted but 
has an actual retrograde effect in resisting 
"thought control." 
Thank you sir for exposing this monstrous 
machine of evil. Among our members we re- 
present well over two centuries of collective ex- 
perience with the military and we must blush- 
ingly confess that hitherto not one of us even 
suspected Its existence. We must therefore as- 
sume that your own vast experience has been 
even more extensive. No doubt you will oblige 
us by furnishing facts and figures concerning 
this machine. -     , 
Also, you speak of "professors at this In- 
stitution who openly preach in suport and de- 
fense of our nation's policies during class" and 
say you are able to substantiate this claim. 
Well, sir, we are taking you at your word. 
Please give us and the readers of the Progress 
their names. We feel that university professors 
should teach, not preach during class. Students 
(Continued On Page Three) 
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c 'Those Damned Hooks 
Now and then; listening to the furious 
rhetoric of those who damn the American 
"system" and wish utterly to destroy it, the 
good along with the bad, I reluctantly al- 
low myself to think back to the past. . not 
too long ago, merely to the years before 
the Second World War. ( 
We really had racism then. . .and the 
poverty, health and hunger of men, women 
and children were more cruel and killing. 
I can recall the pink hair of the babies and 
children who were sick, and often dying, of 
pellagra. Pellagra was a southwide disease 
of the poor, the really poor. I vividly recall 
the red scaly skin. . .the pinched faces. . . 
and the marks of malnutrition. 
I remember, too, the terrible parasitic 
presence of hookworm in all of the rural 
South and in a few areas northward. It, too, 
was a debilitating sickness caused by in- 
testinal parasites. The thin, pitiful children 
and their debilitated fathers and mothers 
were a common sight throughout the rural 
South and in its city slums. Hookworm is 
an infestation produced by a lack of and 
ignorance of sanitation.. .a lack of privies 
and other controls. (In 1968 a considerable 
amount of hookworm exists in the back ed- 
dies of Southern cural poverty.) 
A personal humiliation, humorous in a 
sense, remains in my memory. It was the 
second week of awed recruits at Paris Is- 
land, the Marine Corps' legendary training 
base off the coast of South Carolina close 
to Beaufort, near the outset of America's 
entry into the First World War. 
Our boot company was standing still 
at attention — eyes front, fingers rigid at 
the seams of our pants. 
"All you damned hooks step one pace 
forward," said the god in front of us — the 
D.I. "March." 
Not a man moved. 
"Some of you damned lumps must be 
hooks," he said. "Step out, every stinking 
one of you. March." 
"Sir," I ventured timorously, "what is a 
hook?" 
"Why.damn.you," said the D.I.,, looking 
and sounding verV fierce, indeed, 'k hook 
is any damned cracker from any or. the 
Southern states. Step out." 
At least a dozen of us steppeJ out. Soon 
we were with hundreds of other "hooks" 
from the many boot companies in training. 
We were given a bottle with a piece of ad- 
hesive tape on it, a small flat stick  and 
sent to a selected  site. There we had to 
manage to get a lab sample into the bottle, 
write our name,  serial and boot company 
numbers on the tape, and report back. It 
was a humbling experience. Two days later 
a goodly number were loudly ordered out 
and sent to isolation for the cure. Happily 
freed from the suspicion of being a hook, 
I  never forgot it. 
I remember the towns that would not 
permit a "dressed up nigger" to come to 
town on Saturdays. He could wear clean 
overalls or khaki pants — but he could 
not "dress up." Nor could his wife. This 
was commonplace. 
So were lynchings. 
I remember the thousands of pamphlets 
sent out in the NRA (National Recovery 
Act) years by Southern mill owners de- 
manding a lower wage scale for Negroes. 
There was one Selma operator who lobbied 
for an official regulation that would define 
the Negro ^worker as a subnormal laborer 
who deservecl only a subnormal wage. 
There was a raging protest against the wage 
rate of 37Vi   cents an hour. 
In 1939 the average Social Security old- 
age assistance check in the U.S. was $19.47. 
In Arkansas the average was $6; in Geor- 
gia $8.12; in Mississippi, $7.37, and so on. 
The rate of tenancy among white farm- 
ers in Georgia, for example, increased from 
41 per cent in 1900 to 60 per cent in 1935. 
The white tenant and sharecropper was ex- 
ploited along with the Negro — but the 
former was assured he was "better." 
Poverty, racism, cruel neglect of human 
rights, of public health, education and em- 
ployment were deeply entrenched scandals 
of not too many years ago. The American 
"system" has been reformed — is being 
reformed. The process of it goes on contin- 
ually. 
Knowing what was, 1 give attentive 
ear to the passionate rhetoric of tearing 
down' all that exists.,, ihut I hold fast to 
belief there is a will to continue improving 
and strengthening it with due process. 
Phrases In Girl Talk 
By JOE SHARP 
Staff Writer 
After a long silence the Eastern Chapter 
of the Activist Student Sophisticates has 
fulfilled the agreement which  we made 
earlier in the year, and supplied me with 
the following bulletin. I am reprinting it 
exactly as it was given to me. Here is its 
text. 
The First Table of Wendian Translations 
By Thomas Carew 
Dedicated sympathetically  to Dr. Jon- 
athan Swift, who never made bishop be- 
cause the Queen hated him. 
No doubt there are some people who 
will accuse me of not knowing what I am 
talking about when they finish reading the 
translations. I will defend them with the 
following facts. 
These translations were partly supplied 
directly, partly inspired by the most trust- 
worthy woman I know, and they have been 
confirmed in word, thought, deed and other 
wise by other members of the female per- 
suasion whose names are of no importance 
to the discussion at hand. The source, who 
likewise need not be named, has demonstra- 
ted herself to be a quite worldly-wise per- 
son, in particular when she tried to protect 
me from one of my own ambitions. 
Given below is a somewhat haphazard 
list of phrases in girl talk. This list is fol- 
lowed by a second, which translates the 
girl phrases into language comprehensible 
to males. 
Table I: 
1.    "I don't want to hurt you." 
2. "Please don't -get so serious!" 
3. "I like you a lot." 
4. "I don't like to meddle in my room- 
mate's personal life." 
5. "You don't know what you want in 
a wife." 
6. "Wc don't know what we really 
want, we're just kids now." 
7. "Don't make me say you can't see 
me at all." 
8. "She  doesn't  feel  comfortable a- 
round you." 
9. "I just want to like everybody." 
10. "You know I don't go steady that 
way." 
11. "Now    we're still    going to    be 
friends!" 
Table II: 
1.   You'd better not feel a lot of af- 
fection for me, because I can't respond to it. 
2. It scares me when you talk like that. 
Don't be so pushy. 
3. Don't get in the way if something 
interesting comes along. 
4. Not to her face, anyway. 
5. Even though I'm sure, you're not 
what I want for a husband. 
6. Don't bother me with any emotion- 
al attachment business. 
7. I'll feel guilty if 1 do that, and my 
conscience is pretty sensitive. 
8. You don't have any business talking 
to her any more, and I want you to cut it 
out! 
9.    What gave you the idea that you're 
worth noticing? 
10. I might wear another boy's leash, 
but never his ring. 
11. You'll have to come when you're 
called, and right now I don't have time to 
see you at all. 
(Note: here there is a sentence in Carew's 
handwriting scratched in the margin: "Re- 
marks 4, 5 and 8 apply only to girls who 
are always right.") 
Besides the translations, there are a 
few other remarks that seem to be valuable, 
which I would like to pass on to our mem- 
bers. 
1. Girls have a habit of exempting 
themselves from trfeir own rules of consid- 
eration. 
2. Be sure to know exactly what pur- 
pose a special mark of affection was in- 
tended for. A girl is likely to mean some- 
rhing like a valentine as an expression of 
the high point of her feeling for you. If 
you try to make this a foundation for bet- 
ter things — well, did you ever try to bal- 
ance a millstone on the apex of a conical 
ice cream cone? 
3. No one ever learns to forgive ex-, 
cept by realizing his or her own guilt and 
wishing for that to be forgiven. 
Carew's paper ends on this bitter note. 
It seems to be unfinished and unpolished. 
I'd like to find him and hash the matter 
. over with him, but he went to England 
shortly before his article came out. He 
seemed to think England would be better 
ground for him, because he commented to 
a friend of his that "the English girls are 
the wildest in Europe." 
Maybe I ought to follow him for that 
last reason. 5 
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Homecoming, Foremost 
Bv STEVE...CALLENDER 
Staff Writer 
A teeming crowd of thousands hails 
the grinding out of yardage. Twenty-two 
able-bodied "fellow Americans wage an 
all-important war of nerves and physical 
prowess, each knowing his life is in the 
Banners wave, bands scream the har- 
mony of their proud approval, voices lose 
their numbered individuality in the 
eathered din of the holocaust It is home- 
coming, and at the moment this hallowed 
annual eVent is foremost in the lives oi 
each of the participants and each of the 
spectators. 
Or so it would seem. . . 
The smiling tumult waits in anticipa- 
tion for the autumnal salute to beauty, 
the crowning of the homecoming queen. 
The candidates' frozen smiles hide the 
fears, hopes, and secret desperate long- 
ings for the accolade of private victory. 
This memory will remain imbedded in the 
minds of all who see forever. 
Or so they may think. 
After the war is over, the victory cele- 
bration flows in hot winebreath over the 
streets of a semi-budding metropolis. For 
an instant or hours, there is no other 
world to know but this, the product of 
an afternoon of deathless victory. Obli- 
vion is number one, covering the universe 
in a blanket of alcoholic warmth. 
Or so the situation appears. 
But the echoes of banging shoulder 
pads are not world-shaking. The salute 
to beauty is not heartfelt by everybody. 
The staggering grins of celebration are 
not universal. 
Across a se&ef separation, twenty-two 
men .become ,t^uWnd8.. The**,1:.£&, no 
crowns of beauty here in the,mire of 
blood and bone and hair. In the absence 
of referees, the sniper is king. No vic- 
tory celebration will cool the mfnds of 
these unsmiling warriors. They cannot 
win, they know it, and they fight on. 
The pangs of reality emerge to take 
precedence. The jubilation of twenty-four 
hours is doomed to lose to the morning 
after. 
In Defense Of Vietnam 
(ContlnuAl From Pag* Two) 
pay to be instructed In subject matter. Anytime 
they feel In need of a sermon, they can attend 
one of the local churches and hear one free. 
With the exception of the social sciences, the 
use of class time to expound upon a political 
Question is in effect cheating students of money 
they have  paid for something else. 
Try as we might, our feeble intellects are 
unable to discern what a valid connection be- 
tween art and politics may be. 
We certainly do not wish to "silence" you, 
sir, your letters provide much top amusing read- 
ing. However, if you feel obliged to speak out 
in defense of free speech again, we do ask that 
you  speak more clearly. 
Sincerely, 
Larry Gentry 
Veterans Club 
Content of letter endorsed by the Veterans Club 
Ami Wallace 
Dear Editor: 
Your stand in your editorial on equality 
which appeared in the October 17th issue of 
the Progress is to be applauded. As Americans 
we should all be dedicated to the idea of free- 
dom and yet it is shocking to note that a great 
many people in this nation have gone "hog wild" 
over a man who represents freedom for one 
race at the expense of another. 
His name is George C. Wallace, and he it 
the independent candidate for President of the 
United States. 
Yes, it was George Wallace who stood on 
the steps of the University of Alabama in 1962 
to defy the federal marshalls who sought to 
Americanize that institution by giving a black 
man the same privileges his white brothers had 
been enjoying. It is this same George Wallace, 
who today proposes that the states of this 
nation be allowed to run their own schools with- 
out  federal   interference. 
It is George Wallace who opposes the pre- 
sent open housing law because according to his 
thinking it violates private property rights. The 
dealer who is consequently dealing in a public 
service, and like the restaurant owner should 
thus fairly serve  all the public and not just a 
segment of it. , 
It was George Wallace who in his 1962 in- 
auguration speech uttered the Infamous words, 
•Segregation yesterday.. .segregation today.-.. 
segregation  forever." 
It is George Wallace, our great champion 
for the cause of law and order, who would 
show little mercv in dealing with the forces of 
dissent. For if you think our streets are bloody 
now. wait until George Wallace's limousine 
.    makes the  first run. ...       ... 
It is George Wallace who has picked as his 
running mate a man who sees the nuclear 
bomb "as just another weapon in our arsenal." 
My fellow Americans, is this the kind of 
man we want for President of this great nation? 
So I beg you to think again before you vote for 
a politician who could destroy the fruits tbat 
have been reaped in our violent struggle for 
equality. 
Think again before you vote for one who 
could only heighten the hate among all Amer- 
icans where there should be no hate. 
A concerned white student 
George Hanrahan. Jr. 
Eastern Progress, Thurs., Oct. 31, 1968, Page 3 
Laughter A Discredit To Production 
By PATTIE O'NEILL Evidently,  not realizing the signifi- 
Stat'f Writer cance of the poems nor their meaning, 
Horace Kellev. in his first production these members of the audience proceeded 
at    Eastern, presented a moving    and to disrupt the show with their guffaw*, 
thought-provoking work in Charles Aid- A  special  victim of this was  Rosalind 
man's adaptation of Edgar Lee Masters' Rozen, who gave a brilliant performance 
immortal "Spoon River Anthology." The despite the interruptions. Mrs. Rozen was 
play consisted of a collection of poems greeted by laughter every time she came 
containing    many anecdotes and    com- on stage, though most of her lines were 
mentaries on life. sombre rather than light. 
With the usual Opening night jitters,        According to Chuck    Taylor,    stage 
lines were stumbled over by a few of the manager, the laughter was begun by   a 
actresses, but perhaps the most annoying few high school students m the audience 
happening   was the loud laughter  that who apparently did not understand the 
greeted  Franne  Harris  on  one of  her significance of the     play."     He    also 
lines "Sex is the curse «f life." thought "the laughter subsided toward 
The actors remained puzzled through- the end of the play." 
out the performance as every poem there-        Thwch the lau enter mav have been 
after received spontaneous jaughter, even started bv a few hi eh school students is 
the deepest and most serious ones. a moot point, the fact that it was taken 
It is certainly a discredit to the stu- up and continued bv the majority of the 
dent body that the drama students should audience which consisted mainly of East- 
work so hard to present something en- ern students, in particular drama stu- 
lightening and challenging, only to have dents, is^the main issue, 
their efforts rewarded by laughter. If Perhaps in the future, these students 
their major purpose was to entertain, will not attend serious performances, Iwt 
they would have presented a comedy rather will go to the campus flick for 
rather than a serious work. their entertainment. 
*                             n 8 
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SHOP FRIDAY EVENINGS TIL ?: 
... .exciting new 
fashion ideas are 
arriving daily at 
Elizabeths. 
Here's e few of our 
femout name  lines. 
• Villager 
• Pendleton 
• Bobby Brooks 
• 4 Corners 
Kelita 
Juniorits 
White Stag 
• Whistle Stop 
Casey Jr. 
Ann Stevens 
: 
. . . and yes, 
there's still many 
more. 
"High Voltage" 
This is a beauty . . . and just one 
from out great collection. Prom 
the tab-cosed neckline to the gi- 
gantic patch pockets, this Country 
Pacer is something else ... greetly 
influenced by Firemen's coets. It's 
made of Lethakin Imported and 
lined in pile. Kelly or Red. 55. 
Pa<je 4f E°5»em Progress, -»wrs., Oct. 31, 1968 
Workshop Graduates 
Win Press Offices 
Three offices In the Kentucky 
High School Press Association 
wer« up for grabs on October 
a when three Eastern 'Alumus* 
were elected In a clean sweep 
of all offices. 
All were "graduates" of East- 
ern's High School Newspaper 
Workshop; » two week short 
course for high school newspap- 
er editors offered last summer. 
Elected officers for the newly 
reorganised press association 
were Rebecca Jones, president; 
Brad Cowgill, vice president; and 
Ann Burden, secretary. 
Approximately 25 high school 
newspapers participated in the 
Century Fund 
(Continued from Page One) 
by all groups locally to 97,600. 
The membership includes 83 
members of Eastern's faculty, 
staff and student organizations 
and 80 alumni and non-alumni 
Madison Countians. 
Membership In the Century. 
Club, open to both alumni and 
non-alumni, is attained by pledg- 
ing $500 or more to the Century 
Fund. Pledges may be paid over 
a five-year period, If desired, 
and contributions of all sizes 
are welcomed "to help finance 
the construction of the chapel. 
Persons or organizations In- 
terested In seeking Century Club 
membership may write or visit 
the Office of Alumni Affairs, 
Crabbe Library, at the Univer- 
sity. Or membership may be 
gained by contacting any mem- 
ber of the Madison County Cen- 
tury Fund Committee Bill Wil- 
loughby, chairman. Other mem- 
bers are Howard Colyer, Bill 
Rice, Woodrow Hinkle, Dr. Wil- 
liam Isaacs, Claude Bivens, 
Frank Nassida, and Ben Robin- 
son. 
election which was held on the 
University of Kentucky campus 
in Lexington. 
Miss Jone* is the editor-in- 
chief of "Le Petite Colonel', 
the Bourbon County High news- 
paper. She was a former re- 
porter, staff writer and feature 
editor'of her newspaper. She was 
the receipient of an Eastern a- 
ward for editorial excellence for 
contributing most to the product- 
ion of specimen publications and 
one issue of "The Eastern Pro- 
gress' during the summer work- 
shop. 
Cowgill Is the editor of the 
"Hi-Tlmes " school newspaper 
at Henry Clay High School in 
Lexington. He serves as public 
relations chairman for the Stu- 
dent Council and is a member of 
the Key Club. He Is a Junior and 
has a 3.8 cumulatve grade stand- 
ing. 
Miss Burden is the editor of 
"The Nicholas Pride " Nicholas 
County High School's Newspaper. 
She was awarded a scholarship 
.to attend Eastern's summer 
workshop and served as editor of 
a specimen mimeographed publi- 
cation while here. 
Gupta Honored 
By Publications 
Venu Gopal Gupta, assistant 
professor of psychology at East- 
ern, has been honored by two pub- 
lications. 
A biographical sketch and pic- 
ture of Gupta appear in the 1968 
edition of "Distinguished Teach- 
ers In India," published in New 
Delhi. 
His biography will appear in 
"Personalities of the West and 
Midwest," published at Raleigh, 
N. C. 
Fall Colors Accent 
Homecoming Attire 
By CAROL LAIRD 
.Women's Editor 
Homecoming «68 will find many 
new fashions on the scene along 
with traditional wear. The dif- 
ferent activities such as the 
dance, the parade, the big game, 
and all the parties require var- 
ied outfits. 
Starting the weekend festivities 
is the Homecoming dance Friday 
night. The semi-formal wear of 
coeds ranges from smart knit 
dresses to cocktail dresses. The 
basic black dress is always a 
wise choice whether In wool or 
a finer fabric. Fan colors such 
as pumpkin, wine and fiery red 
will be the favorites once again. 
The velvet sheath with rhlne- 
stone accents will be prominent 
choice again this year. The 
semi-formal dress is compli- 
mented with either sparkling 
metallic    shoes   and purse or a 
stovepipe, bell-bottom, or for the length with a notched collar and 
very daring, the new widely flar- 
ed styles. 
The low hlpriders look espec- 
ially smart with the new body 
shirts. These shirts have jtefP 
pointed British collars, oversiz- 
ed cuffs and neat front 
seams. This style is off- 
ered on pastels, blight hues, 
and stripes or prints in a variety 
of fabric, 
these came 
two flap pockets. A double row 
of wood buttons adds a sporty 
touch. Short and pleated the 
skirt has extra appeal with an 
A-iine back panel. Phyllis Is 
wearing one of the new warm 
banlon turtle neck sweaters in a 
deep brown to set off the navy 
and chocolate plaid. 
Linda Salyer has chosen ano- 
BesTdes" oxfort'cYoth, ther popular" outfit from the Uni- 
in dotted swiss, 11- verslty Shop. She likes the good 
dyed-to-match fabric-duo. 
Homecoming Attire 
WELCOME ALUMNI and FRIENDS] 
FOR ANY HELP YOU NEED IN 
SELECTING FLOWERS, VISIT 
Richmond  Greenhouse 
WESTOVER AVENUE 
623-3410 
Linda Salyer and Tom Whitfleld appear to be 
ready for the weekends Homecoming: activi- 
ties. Linda has chosen a camel knit dress for 
the game while Tom Is wearing a traditional 
three button cbat for the Homecoming festi- 
vities. (Staff photo by Tom Carter) 
The three piece wool suit In 
deep brown or darkest navy 
seems to be the popular choice 
of the escort. Quiet wide track 
striped shirts with a pale blue 
green or yellow background ana 
a striped tie finishes the tradit- 
ional look for the men. 
The parade will bring out the 
new spectator pantsults in heavy 
weight wool, corduroy and even 
leather. This outfit Is perfect 
for the chilly autumn morning. 
Fall boots, leather trimming, 
and shiny gold buckles add sporty 
accents to this outdoor outfit. 
The slacks this year are straight] 
KBITS  
Florist 
& Greenhouse 
nen, satin and nylon blends. A looks of this camel knit dress . 
palsely or knit tie finishes the witt «? *" tucked'rent andseM 
tailored suit. The Edwardian belt To complete her ensemble, 
suit    teams   with ti«e dazzellng she wears the iates^uckysho« 
white I trimmed blouse for a E&ZSTIitttttllkS*. 
effect . The ban-tortpi8e- All of the girls sport 
gold medallion pins to put a bit 
of sparkle to their ensembles. 
Linda's admirer is Tom Whit- 
fleld. Tom models a handsome ' 
whiskey and brown sportscoatln 
the traditional three button na- 
tural shoulder model. Co-ordin- 
ating brown hopsackdress trous- 
ers  and  a pale yellow oxford 
more feminine 
rel cuffs can display monogram- 
med cufflinks an upcoming 
choice for individuality. 
From the parade to the high- 
light of the weekend-the game 
warmth and  comfort plus gcoa 
looks must be contemplated when 
Sorority To Support UNICEF 
I j PLENTY OF PARKIN&SPACE ■"}■' 
eimcnfft 
ALWAYS FIR8T QUALITY 
The Kappa Phi Delta sorority 
will conduct the UNICEF cam- 
paign on campus Halloween night 
from 4:30 to 6:00 p.m. In each 
dorm, according to Toni 
Eastham, campaign chairman. 
Members of the sorority will 
be In each dorm lobby to receive 
voluntary donations. 
In an official proclamation 
President Johnson has named 
each October 31 as National UNI- 
CEF Day. "I calluponaU Amer- 
Ileans, and particularly upon of- 
ficials and citizen groups, to 
engage in appropriate observan- 
ces of this day In support of UNI- 
CEF,' said Presdlent Johnson 
concerning UNICEF. 
UNICEF programs assist 
nearly 500 projects In over 100 
countries. Aid can be given only 
upon the request of a government 
who consents to the responsibil- 
ity of administering the projects 
trader supervision of the UNICEF 
field' staff and provides local- 
ly supplies, staff and buildings. 
Currently its "matching prin- 
ciple" means that the assisted 
countries spend an average of 
$2.50 for every dollar UNICEF 
spends. 
Since purchases are made in 
large quantities $1 buys enough 
BCG vaccine to protect 80 
children against tuberculosis. $5 
provides a garden tool  kit for 
a school nutrition program. $10 mother and child health center, 
provides a grant foranaccelera- $200 buys a basic set of equa- 
ted in-service training coursefor ment for carpentry and wooa- 
an elementary teacher. $50 bus.v working instruction In a secon- 
a  set of equipment for a small dary school. 
Always 'suit-able'... carefree 
'Whipped Cream9' blousesl 
5 
Bows and ruffles, pleats and lacy trims ... every- 
thing to delight your favorite girll Romantic 
blouses of luxuriously supple Dacron * polyester 
'Whipped Cream' crepe to show off under a suit 
jacket or to solo with skirts. Choose from de- 
liciously cool pastels or prints in sizes 30 to 38. 
We've even gift boxed them for you I 
SPECIAL SALE 
50c Tussy Cream Deodorant $1.00 site 
Tussy RoH OR Deodorant $1.00 she 50c 
Suave Hair Spray 13 ox.   79c 
OBBNJs£gJtUNS 
selecting the afternoon's ap- 
parrell. The overwhelming 
choice of the ladies is the wool 
suit. Phyllis Browning, a fresh- 
man nursing student, has chosen 
a glen plaid-walking suit for the 
game.   The   Jacket Is  fingertip 
shirt completes his college look. 
The highlight of fall actlvit- i 
ies is almost here and the wide 
range   of fashion apparel'  will 
add to the excitement of the week- 
* 
PHONE 623-2338 
MAIN AT FIRST 
REG. NO. SSOI 
RICHMOND. KY. 
"When Yon Say It 
With Flowers, Say 
It With Kenny's 
Col Us For Prompt 
Free Delivery: 
623-4998 
•■■ 
Hie Only Store In 
Richmond With 
REBECCA RUTH CANDY 
BUTWMH ill^J 
LAST TIMES THURS. 
AN ACTl>\L PERFORMANCE OF THE 
NATIONALTHEATRE OF GREAT BRITAIN 
LAURENCE 
OLIVIER 
OTHELLO 
STARTS FRIDAY! 
PUfiAMOONT P1CIUHS p«K«its A DWO K l*U«NIICS PTOOUCTON 
JfuetbNdA 
* 
JF( 
* **! 
ALX. 
X n 
w w ■*•*-' ♦ 1 .-•'■ ■p' fmg: K*$f<2%MM& 'Ok 
a^ta* 
.SEE 
BARD4REUA 
mw
 D0HERTHIN6I** 
iMvid HEMMINGS 
UcblOGNAZZir 
r*» tan Cfw Gtmmm Ox »w»i>r*.*.*e* v rvo*xt *eto>«t 
At 1:3ft- 3:25-515 7:10-9:00 
To All 
EASTERN 
Students 
For ell of your cleaning, laundry 
and alterations while in Richmond 
take the Eastern By-Pass to our 
Big Hill location and avoid the 
downtown traffic and the bother 
of finding a place to park. We 
think you will find our cleaning : 
laundry and alterations depart- 
ments to be second to none. Visit 
us often for satisfied service. 
Look for Doug Hampton 
He Has A Bargain For You     1 
MODERN 
Dry Cleaners I laundry 
220 EAST IRVINE STREET 130 BIG HILL AVE. 
« "I 
*PUytea is Ihe trademark of In tenet *e*ial fleylei 
Playtex* invents the first-day tampon 
(We took the inside out 
to show you how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on 
your first day. Your worst day! 
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind... 
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent 
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average 
than the leading regular tampon. 
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you. 
It flowers out Fluffs out Designed to protect every 
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap 
is almost zero! r_ , 
Tryitfast Erf :'-frf Why live in the past? :9M 
i. _* 
0 
Eastern's Social Fraternities 
Begin Fall Pledge Period 
BY  ANN  WATSON Mike   Catlett,   Steve      Collins,    The  Ideal    for   which     they Rick   Odle,   Doug   Harris,  Bill 
With the end of the hecU- Bruce Ellas. James 'Butch'strive Is "to believe In a life Dunn, Tom Ramey, John 
fraternity rush, many new faces p™, Mik* W™* g™«J of love, to walk In the waj>« Bacharr, Larry Breltensteti, 
now bear a Greek Identification L»«ge, Carl Koentrup, Monty honor, and to serve In the way Dftvld Mathia, John Scarborough, 
Seven of the eleht social fra- Martin, Marion Mattlngly, Jan of truth. . ." Pledging will last Matthew Braesotti, Ishmael Tu- 
ternltles on campus held rush and M»cy. Mlke Pasly» Cnuck Ross» 10"13 weeks' Vl9i^ master is call, Hal Wallace, and Dan Wat- 
thle week beeln the instruction of Brlan   Siemon,   Dave    Temple, Don Gollghtly. son. 
their  pledees in the ways     of Tom  Williams,  and   Mike Cat-.    The  members' of Sigma Nu s     Delta Chi TheU, with an ac- 
brotherhbod.  The  seven rrater-le«- Pled*e   class   are   RoJr  Glb*on» tive  membership of  18, took in 
nltles    were rushing Pi   Kappa    Phi Delta TheU took In a pledge Sam Newcomb, John Ackers, Tom 4 pledge. 
Alpha (colony) Phi Delta Theta class of 15 to add to their pre- Dorroh, Mike Kennedy, Doug Gary Brueggen, president, (colony), Sigma Nu (colony), Tau sent membership of 36. Phi Delfs Young, Pat Shine, Wayne Chli- feels ^ due to a «<tack ot ex- 
Kappa Epsllon (colony), Alpha Pledge period will be primarily ton, Jeff Young, Kenny Green, perience" (they weren't rec- 
D«Ha Upsilon (colony) Delta" a Ume of academic concentra- Kenny Woodruff, Mike Mon- ognized until Feb. 5, 1968) the 
Chi Theta, and Beta o'micron tlon and will Ust a maximum oftacelll, Jimmy Forsythe, Ed pledge class is a small one 
Chi 8  weeks.  Steve Okeson, presl- Bowling, and David Kesler. "even   though  we lost out     on 
" Fl KBDM Alpha added 17 dent, said they look for a pledge Alpha Chi Lambda fraternity, quantity," he said, "we made 
Pledges to their active mem- that was both academically as now an' Alpha Delta Usilon col- up tor ^i8 factor with quality, 
'bership of  33. The pledge    ed- well as fraternally Inclined. ony,   has   accepted   10 pledges. and  by the end of the year    we 
ueation program which is set Members of Phi Delta Theta's DU s Pledgeshlp will also last wU1 ^ on ^ ^ any frat. 
up by the nationals and  is being Pledge   class  are  Ellis Ander- 8 weeks   with no haxlng or  sub- ernlty.» 
put   into   effect   for   the     first son,  Dick  Hlleman,  Doug Gep- survUnce. Delta chi Theta won the Dean 
time, is called "Ingress" which hart, Gary Klenk, Doug Johns- The pledges will be junior ac- of Men»s academlc award with 
means (a passage into), and ton, Eddie Mastream, Tom Mor- ttves with their own class and a 2:8 ov^n, Tne pi^ge period 
will Ust approximately 8 weeks, ow, Pete Reed, Steve Roberts, own officers elected by mem- wiu ^ 8 we.,ks ^ tte pledges 
puriag this period the pledges Ed Wade, and Roger Wilson. Phi selves. They are required to wiu naye me opportunity to pUn 
f wiU be educated in the Pike wav delt's pledge master is Joe attend meetings twice a wee< their Q^, activities. The pledges 
of life, "to become a  more de- Moyer. at  which  there  will  be a guest are   Tony   Gofff   Les  Gulgsby, 
veloped  and  wall rounde 1    col-    Sigma Nu   fraternity  has     a speaker. • Dave Phelps, and Craig Mosher. 
lege man, and to be successful Pledge class membership of 13 Some of the speakers will in- g^ Qm^a cw Represen- 
ts all campus fraternity act- and an active membership of 24. elude Chris Brewer, presldenttaflv^s saij- ttelr nstl was itlties with no physical or men-The pledge program wlU follow of Inter-Sorority Council, Presl- very successful." They are 
talharassment " said EdAnanU, the by-Uws of the nationals and dent Robert Martin, Dean Paul pledging 10 men to add to their 
Pledge master for Pike. pledge education will- be   taken Seyfrlt and various members of membership of 34 actives. 
"In these cities Western 
fluence is strong and  Is 
ledge 
Pi  Kappa Alpha   pledges are from   the   bible   of 
WillUm  Barker.  Dave    Butler, "The WayofHonor 
Preparing For Saturday 
Members of Lambda Chi Omega sorority prepare work on 
their float for Saturday's Homecoming Parade. Third from 
the left using a hammer is Shell! Denham. Looking on in 
the light sweatshirt is Diane Clover. (Staff Photo by Craig 
Clover) j Convertibles Needed 
For Homecoming 
Eastern Progress, Thurs., Oct. 31, 1968, Page 5 
Instructor Visits Soviet Union 
(Continued from Page Oae)        ,^^^B^|ajE 
Due to the diversity of cul- 
tures and peoples in the 15 
republics Shott found generali- 
zations difficult to make. On 
women's styles he said' "fem- 
inity is quite different espec- 
ially in the cosmopolitan cities 
of European Soviet Union— 
Moscow,  Leningrad,     Kiev. 
ln- 
re- 
"> fleeted in the consumer goods 
being sold in the state stores. 
But In Asian areas, -the women 
Jiave very little reason to be 
stylish, and they're not." 
From a geographer's stand- 
point, Shott was elated with 
"the extensiveness of our trav- 
els and the almost incompre- 
hensible day to day observa - 
tions about this part of the 
world which Is lnaccessiole 
to most people. I was very 
fortunate, both as a geographer 
and as an Interested person, 
to visit places where Ameri- 
cans generally   are verboten." 
The many things he saw, and 
the mental Implications of the 
study-tour's shortening "cem- accept what cannot be changed; 
ented many thoughts I had held the courage to change what can 
and altered some things I had be changed; and the wisdom to 
believed. know one from  the other*-that 
"But the experience and aca- it has a multiplicity meaning 
demlc exposure to everything for East-West relations which 
we saw and did has sensitized we must realize In order for our 
my desire to know more, re- dealings to be effective.". 
gardless of all the frustrations 
U.S. Newspapers 
Are Sold Out 
m®mm mi/mmm 
STOP BY FOR A DELICIOUS 
BREAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 6 A.M. 
Featuring 
Central Kentucky's Finest 
Curb - Dining Area 
- COME AS YOU ARE - 
FOR   THAT   UTI   SHACK   W!  
ARE   OHN   UNTIL   12   A.M. 
L^SK for 
M@©«M sssf AUnaAnnrl 
Convertibles 
that   confronted   us,"   he said. 
Reflecting     upon his    exper- 
are needed for mlttee still    Is in the process of iences Shott   said he "hoped my 
being formed   to re-evaluate the visitation will have a favorable 
regarding representa- Impact in   promoting   however 
the student  body. minimal   a  better   understand- 
discusslon ing between us." 
impact of    nisi 
Sigma   Nu, the faculty. Pledge   master   John   Bunton 
The pledges are Bob Monfort, sald ^y ^n nold a 'gentleman 
Frankie Williams, Larry Wyatt, pageship' which means that the 
Terry Murphy, Jack Emsuer, pled|es wlll ^ treated as gentle- Saturday's Homecoming Parade, being f- 
Dale Estepp, Dennis Bruneau n and the active members * was announced Tuesday in a Council 
Rex   Rader,   Bob  Corbin,     and wiu expect the same. 10-minute meeting of the Student tlon of 
Glenn Town. The pledgeship wiU concent 
Tau Kappa Epllon wUh 31 mainly ^ ^e development of. ™ f»m°™c'™m» ^w "r^ rn^me"shidln7'unton"cafeterU*'lt travel that'Shott put across was 
actives has nowa-klel ^pledges, three basic ideals scholastic ach- fV Neill R^^ljirmfn o? thl wa. PoSSItatTmSi the importance aid significance 
Their pledge master, Al Brels- levement, social development, »• Council «»* chf^an of the was pointed outmat m°™| £ rf a phUosopher'soft-quoted say- 
ford, will supervise the period and b^alerhood. The Beta Omi- "^f^i"^^ C°S"^ue^0 mirtt not vacalf tJe faSfitles ing. Shott said that the Ameri- of fraternal education which wlll    0_    chi   pledges are   Dwight Presided at the meeting   due to nugnt   not vacate  me iacnmes   *   ^^     , f 
ejects with the actives in order Rlck'   RoaV Rlchard Newman, attending another meeting. tables.  gram us 
to  be a part of the brotherhood steve   Summers,  John Mooney,   v hi answer to a Question from 
as much as possible before for- 8nd Ron McLeod. me floor' Day s{dd mat a com" 
mal   initiation.   Tau  Kappa EP- 
silons pledge  class consists   of 
Philosophical 
Group Meets 
The fall meeting of the Ken- 
tucky Philosophical Association 
will be held at Eastern Nov. 9. 
Leonard C. Shockllng of East- 
ern's philosophy department will 
Deliver a Paper, "Nietzsche and 
Metaphysics " during the meet- 
ing In Room 108, Crabbe Library, 
beginning at 9:30 a.m. 
The association has about 80 
members from various colleges 
and universities In Kentucky. 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Call—Kentucky Cab 
24 Hour Service 
623-1400 
Ml CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE 
COIFFURES by 
"Let us show you how a hair- 
piece by Classic can add to your 
hair style and bring out a prettier 
you. 
Next to First Methodist Church 
Open Thursday ft Friday Nights 
405 WEST MAIN ST. 
DIAL 623-6246 
PLENTY OF PARKING IN BACK 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE IN THEATRE 
4 Miles South on U.S. 25 
Berea Road—Ph. 62S-1718 
WELCOME 
BACK 
ALUMNI 
Attend 
Movies This 
Weekend 
* 
«**• 
KAPPA^fHI DELTA 
President Sarah Vice 
Vice President Becky George 
Recording Secretary       Barb Gentry 
Corresponding SecretaryMary Lynn Jasper 
Treasurer Dee Doff 
DELTA THETA PI 
President Betty Moiyneau: 
Vice President Sharon Razor 
Recording Secretary        Merle Metelits 
Corresponding Secretary Karen Kleelcner 
Treasurer Raynelle Combs 
Chaplain Rita McGinnis 
VISw-i. 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
President Linda Phillips 
First Vice President Brenda Sandker 
Second Vice President     Ann Preece 
Corresponding Secretary Linda Davis 
Recording Secretary        Mary Jean Hampton 
Treasurer Nancy Ehrenberg 
s,t*HOOD 
• ^ r 1 
•HEtpf|/ 
* 
A 
f 
1A \ 
***FUL SC HO LA*S 
KAPPA DELTA 
President MarilynBarnhart 
First Vice President Nancy Martin 
Second Vice President Sharon Jones 
Corresponding Secretary Caroilyn Barnhart 
Recording Secretary Judie Wasserman 
Treasurer Donna Justice 
LAMBDA PHI OMEGA 
President „ Chris Brewer 
Vice President Suzanne Scola 
Recording Secretary        Lee Ratliff 
Corresponding Secretary Donna Cailey 
Treasurer Lillian Well. 
/*t*U> 
WELCOME BACK ALUMNI AND FRIENDS OF EKU 
\ }i^M«" 
•- n *er ■ * ■   ■ I 
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9 P.M. UNTIL 1 A.M. 
IN THE 
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM 
SEMI-ANNUAL SWEATSHIRT TRADE IN SALE 
YOU LOVED IT IN THE FALL - NOW HERE IT IS AGAIN 
HERES HOW IT WORKS - WE WILL GIVE YOU $1.00 FOR YOUR OLD 
SWEATSHIRT (IN   ANY CONDITION AND FROM ANY SCHOOL) TOWARD 
* 
THE PURCHASE OF ANY ITEM IN OUR CLOTHING DEPT. ABOVE $2.50 
REG. PRICE 
* 
LIMIT ONE TRADE TO A   CUSTOMER 
If YOU DON'T  BEUEVf   IT JUST TRY US 
: 
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HOMECOMING 
SPORTS 
/ Setting Tht Ptct In A Progrtssivi Era / 
46th Year Number 7 Thursday, October 31, 1968 
Section C 
i Murray Invades Hanger Stadium Saturday 
Tillman-Led Racers Present Potent Passing Attack In Contest 
During    his career, Tlllman    Tlllman's   main  target    this Is Gerald Young who has   tied 
has thrown   for 36 touchdowns, year Is Billy Hess, who has re- a Murray record of By JACK FROST 
important game is on tab this weekend as the Colonels yeaf ^ may break hlg own re. ^oafr last weekend. Young's career mark In    only 
take on Murray in Eastern's Homecoming game. 
/and 7  is"  - through "last . 's      I 
ord of 18 In one season. Another receiver for Murray one season. 
<V 
The Colonels' win over West- 
ern leaves Eastern and the Mur- 
ray Racers In a tie for the OTC 
lead with 4-0 records. Last week 
the Racers defeated East Ten- 
eessee, 30-17. 
Overall this year Murray Is 5- 
0-1 and the Colonels 5-1-0. East- 
The Eastern Headhunters will 
have their hands full In contain- 
ing the Racers' quarterback 
Larry Tlllman. 
Tlllman has been nicknamed 
"Murray's Mighty Mite." The 
5-9,170 pound senior has broken 
almost all of the Murray passing 
■   M&\  ■   ,. ?...*.''. HHI ■■■■ 
ern will get a chance to knock off records. Through last Saturday's 
an undefeated team for the sec- game Tlllman had completed 314 
ond consecutive week. passes for 4224 yards. 
PROBABLE OFFKN8IVE STARTERS 
■-S 
No. 
41 
75 
62 
54 
52 
79 
n 
87 
12 
*a 
so 
33 
No. 
82 
74 
51 
70 
85 
65 
56 
14 
r> 
20 
25 
Eastern Pos. 
John Tasel SE 
Bill Brewer ST 
Fred Troike SG 
Don Minor C 
Dick Dunkle 
Fred Sandurky QG 
Doiric  Evans QT 
Don Buchler TE 
Jim Guice QB 
Jim Brooks TB 
Bob Beck FB 
Chuck Walroth FL 
No.        Murray 
24 Billy Hess 
76 George  Rice 
64 Ken Pelot 
50 Roger White 
61 Tony Sims 
72 Lee   Harrell 
83 Gerald Young 
lO Larry Tlllman 
20 Russ Hake 
31 Joe Meade 
41 Phillip Hunt 
PROBABLE DEFENSIVE STARTERS 
Eastern Pos. No. 
Sidney Yeldell RE 87 
Miller Arritt RT 78 
Teddy Taylor MO 66 
Jim Dernier LT 60 
Tom Shctler LE 85 
Jimmy Moberly RLB 86 
R'rk Drvden I LB 51 
Don Moore RCB 23 
Ted Green LCB 40 
Pete Compass! DS 13 
Mike Armstrong 8 81 
Murray 
Glenn Fausey 
Walt Anderson 
Sam Tandy 
Larry  White 
Mike Dungan 
Vic  Etheridge 
Doc Sanders 
Don Veatch 
Leonard Jezlk 
Walt Qualk 
Jim Harrell 
Pos. 
E 
ST 
SG 
C 
QG 
QT 
TE 
QB 
TB 
FB 
FL 
Pos. 
RE 
RT 
MG 
LT 
LE 
RLB 
LLB 
RCB 
LCB 
DB 
DB 
I Of EN 
PROM 
10 A.M. 
0}.W0-<^ 
If t 
j 
7 P.M. 
• ■ ■ 
Bobby Jack Smith David Gay Smith's 
Barber I Hair Styling Shop 
Asks that you try all Barber Shops, Then come to the original 
Hair Styling Shop of Rlehmond, for the professional shopping 
of your hair. 
Phone 623-9128 
L^oad^Md,   Uostorrs over 1#^Y'»1 
Signs Of 
A Victory 
Jubilant Eastern players give the sign of victory as the OVC 
eame between Eastern and Western neared its end. From 
left to right are, Tim Speaks (11), Sidney Yeldell (82), and 
Paul Hampton (50). Eastern remained in a tie for first place 
In the conference with Murray as the Racers also won, 30-17, 
over East Tennessee. (Staff Photo by Cralg Clover) 
Missing from the Racer squad 
is Harvey Tanner, who led the 
nation in pass receptions last 
year, but decided to pass up his 
final year of eligibility. 
Leading the ground attack Is 
Russ Hake and Joe Meade. Hake, 
the tailback, gained 79 yards ag- 
ainst East Tennessee and full- 
Inside 
This special sports' section, 
prepared by the Progress 
sports staff, contains news 
of Saturday's Homecoming 
battle with Murray, last 
week's big win over Western, 
assorted features and other 
campus,  sports. 
Because last week's vic- 
tory was considered by many 
to be the biggest in Eastern 
history, the Progress has 
gone to the commercial press 
for assistance In reporting 
the game. 
From the Lexington Her- 
ald, the Progress is reprint- 
ing a column on Eastern's 
quarterback, Jim Gulee, 
written by Herald sports 
writer David Reed. 
Another   sidelight  feature 
is also Included — this one 
from Jim  Bolus,    Louisville 
Courier-Journal staff writer. 
There are also features on 
Guice and Jerry Pullins, the 
headhunters   and   renegades 
of  the  week,   a  history   of 
homecoming games,  a story 
on   Eastern's   cross-country 
team and other regular fea- 
tures. 
back Meade racked up 92 yards, started all last season, and 
Both men carried the ball 25 Lee Harrell, 6-2,210pounds, who 
times. is a sophomore. 
Here Is the way Murray's de- Tony Sims and Ken Pelot will 
fenslve and offensive teams stack start at offensive guards. Sims 
up.  At offensive tackle will    be „mT_> George Rice, 6-2,210pounds, who     (Continued on Page sevcaj 
COMPARATIVE SCORES TO DATE 
EKH 
63 
23 
21 
49 
20 
16 
Hlllsdale 
East Tenn. 
Austin Peay 
Middle Tenn. 
Akron 
Western 
Opp. MURRAY 
0 7 V. T. Martin 
20 18 Tennesse   Tech 
20 28 Morehead 
21 27 S.E.  Missouri 
31 35 Middle Tenn. 
7 30 East Tenn. 
Opp. 
7 
0 
21 
14 
13 
17 
ALL PURCHASES 
FREE ENGRAVING 
WHILE YOU MAIT 
Diamons, Watches, Sterling 
NAME BRANDS ONLY AT: 
KESSLER JEWELERS 
Richmond's Leading Diamond Store For 25 Yrs. 
Next Door To Begley's 623-1292 
Homecoming Games Bring Back Memories 
BY   DOUG   VANCE 
PROGRESS   STAFF   WRITER 
What are homecomings   made 
of? 
Hoopla. 
There are trucks covered with 
crepe paper and chicken wlrw.- 
There are pretty girls, peasants, 
bands, and  dances. 
There are tales of by-gone 
days and those young whlpper - 
snappers of today who, for 
heaven's sake aren't anything like 
the young people who went to 
Eastern Normal School. 
The biggest excitement Is the 
football game. It is then, when 
old-timers can, tell you how much 
the game ban rhanrrcl. Qr-Jtty 
THE 
College Life Insurance Company 
Of America 
... featuring the life insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusive- 
ly to college men.   Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR." 
MANZ S FOOTBALL FORECAST 
OVC PICKS 
d-A 
Eastern 
Western 
Austin Peay 
East Tennessee 
Chattanooga 
U.T. Martin Branch 
LOSER 
Murray 
Morehead 
Finalay 
Quanrico 
Tennessee Tech 
Middle Tennessee 
rough it was when the forward 
pass was Just a tactic used by 
a young man courting a pretty 
coed. 
Homecomings have been a part 
of the Eastern scene for more 
than half a century. A look back 
through the files of the Progress 
tails of homecomings that date 
back to 1906. 
A growing'Pride on the Eastern 
campus Is reflected from these 
past homecomings. There are 
tales of the heroics of football 
players, many of whom will be 
back to watch the Colonels try 
to keep their O. V. C. record 
unblemished. 
The old grads of 1950 will re- 
member such names as Harry 
Sweesy, Bob Tankosh, and Ray 
Pelfrey. They also will re - 
member their young quarterback 
a man whose name Is linked with 
Eastern football teams of to- 
day. This of course Is Roy Kidd. 
In that year, Kidd and his 
teamates romped past Bowling 
Green 34-7 before a crowd of 
5,000. Traveling on down mem- 
ory lane we come to the year 
1954 when Eastern played Louis- 
ville. 
That year, Louisville was led 
by a young quarterback by the 
name of Johnny Unltas, who was 
later to become the greatest 
quarterback In professional foot- 
ball. But before a crowd that 
overflowed Hanger Stadium, 
Glenn Presnell's team easily de- 
feated Unltas' crew 20-6. East- 
ern, led by Bob Muller,     Jim 
Honlen, and  Ed Miracle, bad 
little trouble In winning and stay- 
ing undefeated. 
As we titip+t few years to 
1957, while Russia was launch- 
ing its second satelUtt Into space, 
Eastern was launching Its own 
satellite on the ground, except 
this    one was made of pigskin. 
In that memorable year,' East- 
ern fought past Western 28-0 In 
Pfaadt was later selected   for 
the little All-Amerlcan team, 
and Is now playing for the Wheel- 
ing Ironman In the Continental 
League. 
(Continued on Page Three) 
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DOUGLAS CHEHAULT, Salesman 
PHILLIP CUHHA6IH, Salesman 
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*    • 
a game that Included many fights. 
John Hams and Dave Bishop are 
familiar names of mis team 
that played before a crowd of 
5,000 at Hanger Stadium. 
As Senator John F. Kennedy 
and Vice President Richard Nix- 
on waged hot battles on the cam- 
paign trail. Eastern waged Its 
own battle with stubborn East 
Tennessee on the gridiron. 
The year was 1960, President 
Martin's first year at East - 
ern. Eastern and East Ten - 
nessee played a scoreless tie 
before a crowd of 6,000. 
Three years later, Barry Gold- 
water became the top choice of 
the Republicans. Meanwhile, 
the good guys were the losers to 
Eastern's Hanger Stadium. West- 
ern spoiled the homecoming fes- 
tivities by beating Eastern 29-6 
Western,   led by little All 
American Dale Llndsey,  who 1 
now a starting linebacker for th 
Cleveland Browns, didn't glveth 
home crowd much to cheer about 
But In the fourth quarter, quar 
terback   Larry   Marmle fired 
pass   to freshman end     Buddy 
Pfaadt for Eastern's onlv score. 
It's Net Too Late 
TO Look In SHAPE For 
HOMECOMING 
Set Your Outfit Cleanei 
The Modern Way 
at 
Iplmtial (Stectnwg 
•• 
EASTERN IY-PASS 
Your Student Discount Cleaners' 
BB BBSs ■999 B9ra H 
—^P^P^^M 
OTHfiR MAJOR COLLEGES 
# 
WINNER 
Kentucky 
Alabama 
Penn State 
Stanford 
Purdue 
Ohio State 
Notre Dame 
Cincinnati 
Georgia Tech 
LOSER 
West Virginia 
Mississippi State 
Army 
Orgeoti State 
Illinois 
Michigan State 
Navy 
North Texas State 
Duke 
» 
«r* 
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"Associate Alumni" 
Your College Life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460 
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By KARL PARK Progress Sports Editor 
Defense Rises To The Occasion 
B.causc of V\Vstorn\s .-tins defensive showing in its first 
five games, most picple knew that if Eastern was to beat the 
Hill'opper-. the Colonels' defense would have to play its best 
game of the season. By looking at the final score. 16-7 one 
could see that Eastern's defense did play its best game of  the 
campaign. ■ „     ..  _ 
E.-.stern contained Ihc Hilltoppors1 rushing game all after- 
norm hv all "Wing them only 85 net yard* rushing. Before this 
game. Western had averaged 291.6 yards on the ground alone. 
But the Colonels held Westerns top two runners. Dickie Moore 
and Jim Vorhees. to 36 and 26 yards, respectively. 
The Western quarterback, either Jrhnny Vance or Mike 
Egnn. had continuous pressure put on him throughout Saturday's 
ganie! Vance, the starting quarterback, was able to complete 
only seven of 17" passes, and two of these incompletions were 
interceptions by Eastern. . . 
Egan. the senior signal-caller, did a little better job for 
Western, completing five of eight passes and getting only one 
to; H intercepted. 
The defense hell Western without » first down in the third 
quarter and a total net gain of onlv 23 yards. This perhaps, 
was the turning point of the game as Eastern went ahead, 13-7. 
The fourth quarter saw the Colonels' defense come up with 
four big plays to stop the Hilltoppers' offense. Three of these 
were pass interceptions one by T'»m Shetler on the Western 
40-yard line, another by Rick Dryden on the Toppers' 26, and 
tha last by Pete Compassi on the Eastern 28-yard line. Dryden 
also came'up with a recovery of a Vance fumble to halt a drive 
by Western with 5:12 remaining in the contest. 
This corner congratulates the Colonels' defense for a re- 
markable job in holding1 Western to only seven points and 212 
total net yards. 
BOTH TEAMS WERE HIGH IN STATISTICS 
Going into last Saturday's game, both Eastern and Western 
were  ranked  high  in  many  categories  of  the  nation's   college 
division   statistics. • 
Eastern was eighth in total offense, averaging 437.2 yards 
per game.  Western was 20th In  the  same category. 
Western ranked 6th in total defense, allowing only 142.8 
yards per game, and they were also the only team that had not 
been scored on. Both teams were also ranked high In the nation 
in scoring with Western averaging 35.8 per game and Eastern 
scoring at a 35.2 clip. 
•    . ■ (Continued on Page Bew^ 
BY BOBBY WHITLOCK 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
The Eastern Colonels had few 
friends in Bowling Green, this 
weekend after defeating third 
ranked Western, 16-7, and spoil- 
ing several facets of Hilltopper 
life. 
Not only did Eastern ' ruin 
the Western Homecoming, they 
spoiled the Hilltoppers' un- 
scored-on status, handed them 
their first Ohio Valley Confer- 
ence loss and caused them to 
dedicate their new football stad- 
ium with- of all the humiliating 
things that could happen con- 
sidering the occasion- a defeat 
at the hands of their cross-state 
rival. 
It was nearly over for East- 
ern before it began, however, as 
senior quarterback Jim Guice 
was literally knocked cold with 
the first quarter not even half 
gone. 
Guice was set to leave the 
field near the end of the half 
when Western was putting to- 
gether a strong drive which 
eventually   led  to a  touchdown. 
"They told me there was only 
a minute to go, but when I 
looked up at the clock it showed 
five minutes," Guice said later. 
"I couldn't leave them." 
Guice talked Head Coach Roy 
Kidd into putting him back into 
the game. The Eastern line kept 
most Western defenders away 
from the valuable quarterback 
and  the protection plan worked. 
Guice   took six plays to travel 
60 yards and break the Western 
spirit. It was the first time the 
Hilltoppers had been scored on 
this year. 
A   five yard Guice pass to 
flanker Chuck Walroth was   die 
score that tied    the game 7-7 
at the half. 
Western's Dickie Moors was 
out •-. the entire second half 
after being injured and Western 
seemed to be able to do little 
without him. 
After Guicereturned, the East- 
ern defense became stingy. West- 
ern was unable to cross raidfleld 
after its early score until the 
next to last play of the game. 
All-Conference linebacker Ron 
Reed summed up the Colonels' 
feelings about the contest. 
"Western would not sell tickets 
to our students," he had said, 
noting lines of students stacked 
three-deep outside the fences at 
each end of the field. "And they 
tried to hurt Jim with cheap 
licks." 
Eastern did not score again 
until late in the third period, 
taking the ball on their own 22 
yard line, the Colonels marched 
the distance behind Guice's pass- 
ing and a 50-yard sprint by 
freshman Jim BrookJ. Guice cap- 
ped the drive by scrambling the 
final six yards for the   score. 
All but the final moments of 
the final quarter was played in 
westora territory. Only 'once 
did  the  Eastern defense allow 
(Continued on Page Seven) 
The Tying 
Touchdown 
Freshman flanker, Chuch Walroth (33), 
makes sure the official sees that he made the 
catch by holding the ball high in the air. 
Walroth caught this pass from Jim Guice to 
give Eastern a 7-7 halftime tie. A non-inter- 
ested man working the yards' marker looks 
on. 
(Staff Photo by Dwaine Riddell) 
FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
Pt.      Ops. Pt. Opp. 
Hampton Sings Song, Guice Thanks 
Father In Wild Dressing RoomCeremony 
Canf ield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS 
ACMM From Kro*ert-Fhone 623-4010 
Eastern 4      0 0 
Murray 4      0 0 
Western 3      10 
Austin Peay 2     2 0 
Moruhead 13 0 
East Tenn. 13 0 
Middle Tenn. 13 0 
Tenn. Tech 0      4 0 
115 
112 
85 
58 
79 
51 
67 
18 
68 
51 
16 
85 
88 
82 
123 
70 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
3 
S 
4 
5 
6 
0 
1 
0 
0 
,1 
0 
0 
0 
192 
146 
186 
71 
121 
57 
SB 
45 
99 
72 
16 
126 
121 
98 
163 
118 
BY CRAIG AMMERMAN - That was part of the wild cele- 
ommAD «M rmrp bratton In the Eastern dressing 
n«..r^iS£Jri^?^rt*M«n room following the Colonels' 16-7 
^ri^mnSZ *<*>** ovwihlrd-ranked West- 
f 2Jn-S Tne "m» T?Ti!?." •"» ■* the Hilltoppers' Home- Si fZtZAfSSLifl££& ComlnB b-D~ M overflow and Jim Guice thanked ids fstfa- crowd ^ WJt00 ln brand nftw L 
Gr+ " 
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND.  KENTUCKY 
YERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR. 
VALUABLE COUPON ) ^OOOOOC 
Enjoy Buddy Night 
With TMs Coupon Got 
1ft Spaghetti Dinner Regular Price 
2nd Spaghetti Dinner Vi Price 
J & D Italian-American 
Restaurant 
Thb Coupon Good Every Day 
Except Saturday and Sunday 
Expires Nov. 6, At 12:00 P.M. 
CX 
T. Smith Stadium. 
Hampton's singing tactics 
were nothing new to Eastern 
followers. The Junior linebacker 
always directs his teammates in 
the old mountain song after 
Eastern victories. And Shetler, 
a senior defensive end, was only 
following-tradition by offering 
the prayer of thanks. 
But Guice, the senior quarter- 
back who directed an Eastern 
comeback, shocked the many 
well-wishers at the post-game 
victory party when he thanked 
his father. 
Guice missed most of the first 
half 'when he was knocked un- 
conscious after releasing a pass 
early in the game. He didn't 
respond to treatment on the 
Eastern bench and coaches 
thought he was through for the 
afternoon. 
Then something happened. 
"I Just seemed to wake up, 
and there was my Dad," Guice 
said.   "I wondered where in the 
world I was and what he (his 
father) was doing here." 
Guice's father bad flown in 
from Miami, Fla., where he is a 
radio announcer to see the gams 
one national wire service had 
billed "The biggest in the coun- 
try." 
When Guice regained his sen- 
ses the Colonels were trailing 
7-0 and bad been unable to gen- 
erate a genuine offensive threat 
against a Western defense that 
had not allowed a point all sea- 
son. 
After persuading Coach Roy 
Kidd that he was okay, Guice 
went back in. That was all for 
Western. 
The Ail-American candidate 
drove the Colonels 60 yards in 
six plays for a touchdown, the 
clincher coming on a five-yard 
throw to freshman Chuck Wal- 
roth. The score was tied 7-7 but 
(Continued on Page Seven) 
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Guice Returns To 
Lead Eastern's Win 
By DAVID REED 
Lexington Herald 
A person entering the Eastern dressing room fol- 
lowing the Colonels' 16-7 win over arch-rival Western 
here Saturday had a hard time finding Jim Guice. 
t   Guice was over In his own area     Guice didn't leave. He  return- 
/around his locker slowly taking •*   t0   *»•  ^f"   •*[    .£*** 1
   S the  sweaty jersey    that   he «**  Roy  Kidd     tato allowing 
id worn while leading the 11th- hlnVt0 «°, **<* ln*° **£*»* 
Franked Colonels to the Important     wltn G%« * ***», Eastern 
[Ohio Valley Conference victory  "me   to life and  the     Miami, 
He  was  unassuming     there, f1*-.   I*0*"*   P"8*1   =•*•» 
•quietly going about his business,in*? a 7_ J »•• j- .   ., . 
eaccepUng   congratulations   from    Then    *»     »•   M«on«Lh*1M 
* friends,  teammates  and finding G"1". »«er falling   to find any- 
time to answer questions from one   °P«n»   scrambled   Into   the 
reporters. end t0ne 'or toe wlnnin* touch- 
But there was something dlf- down;      _        _ ... 
ferent about Jim Guice there In m Later ,Jer/y £""*?■ ,***"*   a the locker room. fl«»d ,K°al   for the final margin. 
It seemed as though he was, GulcL^8 *lwalS1 J^v  *S 
asking, "What's so special about im»«« * thefalr-halred   boy of 
my   job Eastern football from his fresh- 
man year. 
wa„      Take for  example 
what I did? I just did 
.like everyone else." 
Guice, you see, is that y. ak« toJ «»mpl« his inlta- 
Ifs that special something in tion »»Jo ** college grid wars, 
him that sets him apart from He entered the Eastern-Austin 
the other players- the type **2?*** ,wi* U)e Colonels 
thing that makes an All-Amerl- behind 21-7 in the fourto quar- 
can
ter
-  Before you realised   what 
And Guice's performance Sat- "»£g* ,on' Gulc° *"? *£* 
urday   may  have been just what*" Colonels to a 35-80 victory. 
he  needed to get that national, And so c*™ }«R» hl*   co*- 
^recognition  he needs to become I**6. *****  *»* SLCVSS* 
JaLmS Ail-American. .   **JX&T*X*£aX£2k 
The lowing he gave seemed ern "J Gu^e,WJf1n *l C°r°M]8 (a. if it was coming out of one*0" *• °Y,C  *"»•.»• <*•»»; 
"fcfttSA* where the    ™e MoAaluablc.Player in 
dashing young hero     saves the »•. b0*1 «*me «- *    courae» 
day  without  regard for his own Gu~f*    .,     _„ 
health fter college days, Guice 
<     This Urn. the man playing •**£* J» to pU*   fHro l00**"'' 
hero before the 24,000 onlookers Hi« dad &&*&£,!"&]? (21,000 inside and another 3,000 Push,ln« f»m » «• J**   teftm- 
^outolde the fence enclosing   the7lm • father la a ™Jto T0^?0" 
field) was Jim Guice. •* wno covera tne MUml   Do1" 
"'     Early in the    first   quarter *™* 
« -Guice was knocked out and  car- 
Kidd, Guice Accuse 
Western Of Cheap Licks 
Last  Saturday 
By' JIM BOLUS 
Lousiville Courier-Journ&l 
Eastern football coach Roy Kidd left L. T. Smith! 
Stadium with the game football, his gift from his jubi- 
lant players, after they had spilled Western, 16-7, Sat- 
urday in an Ohio Valley Conference game. 
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Eastern 
Tames 
Brame 
Lawrence Brame (78) of West- 
ern does his best to knock down 
one of Jim Guice's (12) aerials. 
His effort was to no avail as 
Guice hit on 12 of 25 passes for 
124 yards and one touchdown. 
Because of this defeat, Western 
dropped from a first place tie 
Into third place in the OVC. (Staff Photo by Cralg Clover) 
really would love to   play tire game 
,mrtedlrrim th.~ftokS.~lia was'be-*J* *• Pro«'" Gulcer_8aW' r i«. LMA *« »K- AmmJZZL.   -™m "Most of    my   correspondence •   ,lng  sent to the dressing   roo . 
;*lo be. checked by a doctor  whenh"^« with Boston. 
he saw Western   score and go 
ahead 7-0. 
Aaron  Marsh, Eastern's All- 
Am erlean end of last year,    is 
"They told   me there was Just* ■*■*** for »• P*trloto. 
!" one minute before the half end-    ^ulce may have some trouble 
j£;*d,",Guice said. "But   when  1 K«ttlng Into the pro.ranks    not 
^looked   up at the   clock   there **<*"** * M« ability, but   be- 
™was five    minutes   showing.   I ca«se_oLhls fto^ 
couldn't  lnwrnthan." 
Kldd was happy after Eastern 
captured the Important league 
victory. But there was a note 
of bitterness In Ids voice as 
he charged Western with unnec- 
essarily rough tactics In tackling 
his quarterback Jim Guice. 
Early In the game Guice twice 
was knocked off his feet after get- 
ting rid of the ball on a pass 
The second time he was sidelin- 
ed for over one quarter. 
Only dated, the Eastern quar- 
terback returned to action In the] 
second quarter to spark his team 
from a 7-0 deficit. 
The 6-foot senior from Mia- 
mi, Fia., threw for one touch- 
down and ran for another. 
"As long aa they hit legal- 
ly, that*a all right/' Kldd said, 
pointing out that Western was 
penalised 109 yards. "But they 
were trying to intentionally hurt 
him. The game, of football Is 
blocking and tackling-notagame 
of penalties. Thank goodness, 
Jim wasn't hurt out there. 
"And I'll tell you something 
We were ready for this game. But 
/ rvnaHmudi from Pan One!    trouble but came on strong in the the way they went after Guice la (Continue, worn r^« woe,      ^^^ ^   ^ ^ WMt#rn 14_M. what rmUy flr#d „, ^M 
One of the most memorable once again the chicken wire will Co- captain Fred Troike, an of - 
battles to take place on East- ^ nn^ out of storage and crepe tensive guard, agreed with Kidd. 
era's Hanger Stadium was tost p,^ wlll ^ ^^^ from m. ,tAa „,„, J, Western got him 
year with Western. With the stad- atore> out of the game, that got us mad," 
ium packed   with as many fans    n9 <M grwiB wU1 ^ arriTing he said.   "We don't go for that 
as possible, the  two teams Putm town to watch Eastern do battle kind of stuff." 
on a show that    left people on ^^ Murra¥. There will be the     That kind of stuff was "dirty 
the edge of their the  en- traditional parades, dances, and football," In Guice's own words. 
the always exciting football gam*.     "Those people are dirty/' he 
And    again,   excitement   and said,  accepting congratulations 
Guice Wtoty wlu *• Pr«v*tont throughOjfor nto performance.   "They're 
out   the entire campus aa fes- - 
Harry tlvlties for Homecoming 1968 be- 
a good team but they're mor<_ 
worried about hurting somebod] 
than doing what they're supposed 
to be doing." 
Western coach Jimmy Feix was! 
surprised to learn of the East-1 
era accusations. 
— gage Five) 
You Are Always Welcome at... 
GOLDEN RULE CAFE 
We are known for good food. 
Home of those delicious 
homemade biscuits. 
623-9969 South   First   Strwwt 
Homecoming Memories 
Eastern, led by senior Aaron 
Marsh, quarterback Jim 
90 
I.} 
en 
•ai 
h 
Gifts For All Occasions 
GOODWIN'S 
GIFT SHOP 
Greeting Cards 
and defensive standouts 
Lens and Chuck Sieman had early gin. 
Cross Country Wins 
Over Kentucky State 
Eastern's cross country team, Steen,    Floyd   Wilson,   Harold 
winning Its seventh meet in a row, Burke,     Ron  Bock and Jarry 
defeated Kentucky State, 22-28. Kratoe, finished 4th, 7th, I th, 
The victory was Eastern's seth; Uth and 12th respectively. 
last in Its 37  meets 
last four years. 
Grant   Colehour,   running hla 
final  race on Eastern's cross 
country course, set a new record 
last Saturday. 
Colehour, taking over the lead 
position after the first mile and 
[increasing his lead thereafter 
"&f$mmto£to-.r 
Simca   -   Alpine    . 
Tiger   -   Minx 
Sunbeam 
Alpine        Imp 
RICHMOND 
MOTOR COMPANY 
W    Main   St. Dial   623-5441 
Call or See  Gip  ParVe or  Lester  EvcrsoJc 
Campus I Tick 
HIRAM BROCK 
AUTITORIUM 
October 11 - 
Me Merle 
November 1 - 
AFRICA TEXAS 
Hugh O'BrUa, Jen* 
N 2 - 
Sanara Dee. Leslie WlstoSJl 
► Nevemher 4 - 
ALLEY OF THE 
i 
TAX SHELTERED 
ANNUITIES 
OremG. Wright 
P.O. Box 4085 Gardenside 
Lexington, Ky. 40504 
Representing 
Southwestern Idle 
Kuimxootrutf • omM • mam 
C± 
Cumberland. 
Kan Sllvlous, Eastern sopho- 
more who led the first mile of 
the race, fnlshed second to Cole- 
hour in a time of 20:24, the third 
fastest time ever run on the 
course. Sllvlous's time battered 
Colehour *s sophomore time 
20:26 set in 1966. 
The meet marked a finish to 
Colehour's career at Eastern. 
In four years at Eastern, Cole- 
hour baa never been defeated on 
the home course. The last three 
years he has been the OVC 
champion and last year finished 
second In the NCAA* finals at 
Wheaton, 111. 
Eastern7?"other runners, Gary 
Dryden Player 
Of The Week 
OVC Commissioner Art Guepe 
also announced the selection of 
Rick Dryden,senior guard,as the 
league's defensive player of the 
week Dryden made 10 sob 
tackle 5, had nine assists, one 
>sss interception and one fumble 
recovery in Eastern's 16-7 vic- 
tory over previously unbeaten, 
unsccred-on Western Kentucky. 
Novwnbcr 5 - 
VALLEY OF THE 
November • - We 
SOUND OF MUSIC 
EKU 
1 - 
If o Mevto 
November 8 - Friday 
SOUND OF MUSIC 
November • - 
THE GOOD TUB BAD 
AND THE UOLT 
OUat ■■■tinsi, Lea Van Oeef 
• 
"A GOOD 
MAN TO 
KNOW 
GEORGE 
RIDINGS, JR. 
404 SpriiMjfMd - Drivi 
Phone 623-4638 
• LIFE TNSUBANCE 
• GBOUP rNSTJBANCE 
• ANNUITIES 
• HEALTH INSURANCE 
• PENSION FLANS 
BE TOUGH BIG 
•mwwwwmw •w^ 
f 
' 
> '■■. 
s 
GOOD LUCK COLONELS 
AFTER THE GAM 
JOIN THE m CROWD 
AT THE 
Pizza M 
"V 
m Order by Phone for Faster Service 
623-6102 
Allow Approximately 20 Minutes 
SPECIAL VOID WITHOUT COUPON 
Eastern By-Poss 
Richmond, Kentucky 
Carry Out or Eat In 
i ■ ■ 
s 
HOMECOMING SPECIAL 
SATURDAY — NOVEMBER 2. 1968 
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL ORDERS 
(Coupon Good On Above Date Only) 
AAA 
iiiiiiiiiii!ica"i: . 7izf ^nn«ipnnnnnnnnnn»l,_ 
^ THF NATION'S FASTEST GROWING PIZZA CHAIN!.  
( 
SHOBT SUBJECTS 
ALL PROGRAMS 
«n* OfBee Oaoas Titt 
Shew Starts im VJBL 
AJiolssleu 75c 
(ChlMrea) aaisr 1» M 
MADI 
2 COMMENT LOCATIONS: 
MAIN STRUT     and       WATER STREET 
son 
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WELCOME BACK ALUMNI AND FRIENDS 
"WE'RE BANKING ON BIG T 
FOR A 
HOMECOMING VICTORY" FRED TROIKE BOB BECK „ P1"4 BBEWJF!t   «,~* Renegade Linemin of the WMk Renegade   Back  off  the   Week   Renegade Lineman of the Weea 
-vctuyei IH oi 
a*a ,iH- 
ai esiiUu* 
h ■ 
MAKE YOUR PLAY 
AND SAVE $ $ 
WHERE SAVINGS 
NEVER LOSE!! 
mm mm 
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS 
FEDERAL 
MEMBER:       RESERVE 
SYSTEM 
BANK ON MAIN AND BRANCH ON BIG HILL AVE. 
and 
TRUST 
COMPANY 
TEDDY TAYLOR PETE COMPASSI TOM 8HETLER 
Headhunter U'wp* off the Week Headhtuiter Back off the Week Heodhunter Lineman of the Week 
RICH DRYDEN 
Headhunter Back off the Week 
JIM GUIOE 
Renegade  Back   off   the  Week 
Colonels Have Many Stars - Eight 
Players Receive Awards 
Rw TAnf FHnST ed off three aerials all together. 
By JACK, t KU51 compassi Is a Junior from Frank- 
Due to outstanding effort putfort Kentucky, 
out by the Colonels In their ylc-    JJ- Dryden m anoutstandlng 
tory over Western, Coach Kidd   .. ^.|M» toe Hilltoppers. Dry- 
V^Jf^f ?SS 86leCvted fourae^^?eptedTS& Vance headhunters for this week. p^ ln thT fourth quarter and 
The Headhunter LinemenofJfee£J lt  ^  for u ya^a. He 
K^TX? tat* tSFftS ««> recovered a ft,mWe to *• Taylor.   This Is the third time ^_. auartep. 
that Shetler has been named ^^e^de Linemen of The 
to this honor. This is his third Week are Bm Brewer and Fred 
year as a starter for the Col- Troike. Brewer was an AU- 
onels. He had a pass Intercept- ovc seiection. He is good at 
OP
* opening holes in the opponents 
r4*>JMt'-frtUlgMTlPT"""mmmm *»»' M ■kPWi-by the running of 
i «t q**'**'** — -^arigofg^^ is. 
rayfor  had IX) tackles and 13 best  known as  a ••headhunting 
assists and applied plenty     of renegade." He has been an All- 
pressure to the opposing team's OVC   choice for two straight 
quarterback. years and is a strong contender 
The Headhunter Backs of The for that honor this season. 
Week are Rick Dryden and Pete    The Renegade Backs of The 
Compassi. Week  are  Jim Guice and Bob 
Pete  Compassi  also had an Beck.    Guice, who was injured 
interception as the Colonels pick- early ln the game, threw for one 
THIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDULE 
Chattanooga     at 
Murray at 
Flndlay at 
Quantico at 
Western at 
UT Martin Branch 
Tennessee Tech 
Eastern 
Austin Peay 
East Tennessee 
Morehead 
at      Middle Tennessee 
touchdown and ran for another 
while directing the Colonel at- 
tack. 
Bob Beck was singled out for 
Us blocking. He did a great 
Job off keeping Western star Law- 
rence Brame from getting to 
Guice. 
Grote One Of 
Lowest Hitters 
All-star catcher Jerry Grote 
of the New York Mets is one of 
two active major-leaguers (the 
below .200 averages. 
Grote hit. 181 ln 1964 and .195 
ln 1967 in direct contrast with 
Ids .800 average through the 
first half of the 1968 National 
League schedule. 
Brown Kids His 
Fellow Teammate 
Willie Horton and Gates Brown 
of the Tigers were speaking at 
a high school in Detroit when a 
youngster asked Brown, "What 
did you take in high school?" 
Before Brown could answer, 
Horton interjected, klddingly, 
"When Gates was ln high school, 
he took arithmetic,   geography 
GOOD LUCK COLONELS 
from the 
MilOIMlOln'g CIA 
I 
■ V 
—JBfrX 
CLASS     OFFICERS 
PresHent Mike Milrko 
Vic. President    .*-"*•■- £^CO«BCH 'jMSX^ 
&££ ..: MI^I-^        *-~ *■«■ •   KOTWB IryaBt 
< 
saaaaaeeass. THjMS&'afejS 
"I 
—    t 
i. 
The "Toe" Proves Valuable In 
Eastern's Drive To OVC Crown 
tra 
rrr=r, S&Mrflwats :«S^~ s ffl£.-srvfe 
0»Donnell Hall, he Is greeted by Tennessee game. done for^a P^8 Y« Juntah- Note , defensive end at UK, talk- 
a sign on the 'door proclaiming A converted fullback Pulllns UK it;«•■ ■»£\" 1£SSM ed me Into giving It another try. 
that this room belongs to the i» now staisfled (possibly even rnent for ^d2most UuSlih This time, they seemed a little 
"Toe."      The   "Toe"   in this pleased) with his role in East- right,1  was^mo* urag lnt,'r#8ted and signed ma." 
case is the right foot of East- em's success story. Pumas.        with^football when I MR w\ jm ^ a,,^.,^. 
ern place-kicker, Jerry Pullins. who kicks an average of 75 times I  played  a  lot ^bau in «• ^ Bm ^^ ^ oM 
, "The best decision I've made a day^ admtts he»^^^t^^SlJ^" 
in my life   as far as; golag to isfgi ^ J™K^*i5£     Highest friend, Wck 
^•ui^rrds^So ^i^"^?-u^bt iu^?^^^^ 
inference Records, ._ »er^ he, sa£ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^SlSt 
of'the big assets to Us kicking 
Rick Dryden, success. "The Snap from cen- 
on the Eastern ter and placing the bail is pro- 
"Here. 
"one of these was for most ex- lous. 
utes of practice working with 
March, he spends the remaining 
time working on his own. Pul- 
lins Is indeed a dedicated play- 
er. "If I can find a manager 
to hold the ball I'll kick all 
day," remarked Pullins. 
Pullins had kicked 23 con- 
secutive extra points going Into 
the Western game. When asked 
about missing an early field goal 
attempt and an extra point at- 
tempt, Pullins replied, "I'm us- 
ually relaxed before a game and 
kick very little la warm-ups, 
but I was tight when the game 
started aad Just couldn't get 
loose again." 
Pullins usually kicks 7 or 8 
extra points and a few field goals 
from different angles during pre- 
game warm-ups , but before the 
contest with Western he kicked 
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Rifle Team Outscores Dayton 
In Second Meet Of Season 
Eastern's rifle team won its Tony    Gruelle,   Mike Roberts, 
second match of the season by Beany   Brewer^   Finns Gibson, 
outscoriag  the  visiting Dayton Dan DuimaiL dene Mosley Da- 
squad   1316 - 1291.   Last   year mien    Abetf, aad Miltoa Car- 
Eastern was     defeated at Day- penter. ^  i.,:: 
tea by 38 points, but the high-     Eastern  entertains  Western, 
est score Eastern has collected a team it defeated last season, 
in four years proved to be too this Saturday at the rifle range 
much for Dayton to handle.           beside Alumni Coliseum. East- 
Top scorers for Eastern were »rn's record now stands at 2-0. 
►«»♦ ♦♦-♦• ••♦♦♦•♦' 
The "Toe" 
Boot% 36th pt. 
\   Of Season 
This 28-yard field goal by Jerry 
Pullins In Saturday's conteBt at 
Western put the game out of 
reach* of the Hilltoppers, 16-7. 
Pullins had four points In this 
game to up his season's total 
to 36. (Staff Photo by Bobby 
Whitlock) 
DIXIE 
DRY CLEANERS 
Where your clothes receive that 
personal care that only long 
experience can give. 
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT. 
We Guarantee To Please. 
|  240 S. SECOND       • PHONE 623-1368 
LAST WEEK'S OVC SCORES 
Eastern    16 
Murray   30 
Morehead    24 
Austin Peay   46 
Western    7 
East Tennessee    17 
Tennessee Tech    12 
Middle Tennessee   13 
t Jerry Pullins, Eastern's place kicker, is shown ^e setting 
An   OVC   ReCOrd a new OVC record by kicking nine extra points to^negame 
Ml   W V ^    1X C *- *" The Colonels won this opening game against Hillsdale (Mich.) 
- n     ... e3-0. Saturday Pullins missed his first extra point attempt 
F0r   P1JHinS jj» 8ea8on ln 25 trles- (Staff Photo by Cralg Clover) 
Guice Returns 
(Continued from Page Three) 
TrmrrrrynjaABLE COUPON ywMt 
This Coypon Worth ONE DOLLAR 
ON ONE LARGE PLAIN PIZZA 
35c Charge For Extras 
J & D Italian-American 
Restaurant 
This Coupon Good Every Day 
Except Saturday and Sunday 
*tsvB aos. 
NEW YORK (Special). 
Leas disfigured by dark- 
ened veins or bruises can 
leek  good.  White  legs 
can look suntanned In- 
stantly.   Smooth on Leg 
Veil,  then wear sheerest 
hose — or none at afl! 
Used by drum majorettes 
and as theatrical make- 
up.   Covers completely, 
evenly, naturaly; clings. 
WiN not stain clothing; 
yet comes off easily with 
soap  and  water.  Legs 
look young again, natur- 
aly tanned. Ask for Leg 
Yea. from WrisHey. 90- 
day supply   only $2.00. 
Now   in   three   custom 
shades to blend with any 
skin coloring. Have beau- 
tiTtil legs again.    Avail- 
able at: 
for the full 30 minutes. 
In  practice,   Pullins  usuall 
plays a "kind of game" with him- 
self    kicking       from diffe 
angles and backing futher a 
from  the  uprights  each 1 
He was splitting the goal 
from 80 yards away on Frl 
before the game, but Just "didn' 
have it" on Saturday. 
He     explained   that he neve 
kicked  on  Fridays  before 
game but felt he would gat 
call for a little extra duty be- 
cause of the game's lmpo 
and the toughness of Western's 
defense. 
He was right.   He was called 
"The only*thlng   that   might on five times, three for *L 
keep Jim from playing pro ball goal attempt and twice for extra 
is his height," Kidd said. "The point. He connected on Ms first 
pros like a prayer who is about extra  point attempt to tie the 
6-4 or 6-5." game,    but missed his second 
Guice Is listed as a six-foot- field goal try. Againe he blam- 
one, 196-pounder ln the Eastern ed his tightness and the game 
brochure and that Is fudging a pressure on his missed attempts. 
little. With    the   Colonels   leading 
But Guice, who leads Eastern Western 13-7, Pullins was again 
with a storybook type of attl- called on for a field goal try. 
tude. doesn't give up hope. This time he connected and prac- 
He figures his   style of  play ttcally put the game out of West- 
and skill will make up for the aril's reach. 
lack of height. Dryden, knowing of this wrtt- 
Jim Guice hasn't lost yet and er*s presence ln Pullins* room, 
our guess Is that he won't   lose practically knocked down Pulllne* 
door and bounced in with a hear- 
ty: "Hi, Stari" Dryden certain- 
ly has the right idea. 
Pullins is back to his regular| 
kicking  routine  this week and 
with a little less kicking before 
each game, there will be little i 
question of the Colonels' secur-1 
ity In tight contests. 
UK's loss is Eastern's gain. 
\   ttrareft^^^^ 
Water Street Next to Bus Station 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 
COLLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS 
Hair 
Styling 
Featuring 
5 Hiinitliif -* 
y iySxffHt 
Razor 
Cutting 
Western Tactics 
Go where your Patronage is Appreciated. 
PHONE 623-3985 
v,» JLJML   fttMuAM   moN 
"STORE 
BEAR ffcf Banifr of SAttltl 
make sure you tun... 
...STEER 
sore enough 
•.or loloncino •»• 
AUnement can tolv* your 
(tearing probleau. 
...SEE 
fast enough 
Ui v* «W« y»»r csr *•" 
Bear Meodl!8nl T«t 
...STOP 
quick enough 
Don't trust to luck.. . 
make sure your brakes 
will hold. A broke test takes Just a 
few seconds and may save Your 
life. Stop In TODAY and let ws 
check all three I 
ALL CREDIT CARDS 
ARE HONORED 
Randall-Logsdon 
Wheel & Axle Service 
f Phone: 623-2840 
220  West  Irvine  Street 
Richmond,  Kentucky   #   4°47S 
BURGERMATIC 
ON EASTERN BY-PASS 
Hamburgers 18< 
French Fries 15( 
Chuck Wogon, 
Creamy Milkshakes 
(Continued from Page XJtoee) 
«'We do not play or teach dir- 
ty football," he said. "There's 
no question that we were trying 
to stop Guice. But the margin 
of whether you hit a man Just 
before or Just after he passes 
is very thin. If one of my boys 
went after him dirty. I'd like to 
know about it. 
"Heck, I was an All-Amerl- 
can quarterback here and I 
had my eyes gouged and my 
thumbs Jammed and one guy about 
tore my arm off." 
It was a hard-hitting contest 
especially a personal duel that 
saw Eastern fullback Bob Beck 
blocking against Western de- 
fensive end Lawrence Brame on 
psss plays. 
"We had a little war going," 
said a smiling Beck in the noisy 
Eastern     dressing   room. 
was a lot of fun. 
good boy." 
Beck and the rest of the East- 
ern seniors were congratulated 
by assistant coach Fred Fran- 
cis. 
"None of you seniors has ever 
lost to Western " Francis said. 
"You've got a lot to be proud 
of." 
With the exception of a 14-141 
tie last year, Eastern's seniors I 
have experienced nothing but sue-1 
cess against Western since 1968.1 
"It 
Brame's a 
You're Darn Tootm 
We're Drumming Up 
Homecoming 
Spirit 
"FOR ALL YOUR MUSICAL NEEDS" 
DRIVE WITH SAFETY 
ACROSS FROM COLONEL DRIVE-IN 
120 BIG HILL AVE. 623-6010 
MAIL ORDERS FLILED PROMPTLY 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
Central 
Richmond's Finest 
Record Shop 
STOP and SNACK of 
BURGER BROIL 
"The Finest In Music" 
Located Comer First Water 
fcl# 
The Homo of tho Famous 15c Hamburgers 
and French Fries. 
Shakes:   Vanilla • Strawberry e Chocolate 
Broiling makes the difference 
West Main Street Richmond. Ky 
Kick Off The Homecoming Victor 
With A Pizza from 
S PIZZA 
/ 
SOUTH StCOHD ST. 
623-5400/ 
ON YOUR WAY TO TOWN 
r* 
THE GOAL IS ALWAYS GOOD AT 
ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE 
£*&/ :...-^^ 
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PI KAPPA ALPHA 
€ © Q, ® M g B, 
rMunrtAY 
v 
President 
Vice  President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Bill Wall 
Mike  Blackburn 
Gary Goodan 
Bruce Lewis 
DELTA CHI THETA 
President Gary  Breuqgeen 
Vice President Gary  Bleichtner 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Mike Wird 
Jack Whitney 
^:r:;:;.^ft%::W 
SIGMA NU 
ItComi ;; wwn mander 
HjLt. Commander 
m Recorder 
W. Treasurer 
1     ' 
I ■ 
Phil Woodall 
Frank Seale 
Edwin Mason 
Bruce Williamson 
1
    '    , •' TO rai STO®^TT 
11 
COME OUT AND SUPPORT EASTERN'S COL- 
ONELS AGAINST THE MURRAY RACERS. WE 
HAVE A TEAM TO BE PROUD OF — SO HELP 
THE TEAM WIN BY GIVING THEM TOP-NOTCH 
SUPPORT. 
& 
■—:  
m 1 
u mm 
7® IMS TTI1A 
0\, 
ARE WITH YOI 
THIS GAME A VICTORY. BE TOUGH! 
MAKE 
I 
& 
3 
PHI DELTA THETA 
■   iff THB-A^VI^P 
WE WELCOME YOU BACK TO THE CAMPUS 
AND INVITE YOU TO JOIN WITH US IN SUP- 
PORTING THE MIGHTY EASTERN COLONELS. 
WE EXTEND AN INVITATION TO YOU TO 
COME AND VISIT US AND LEARN ABOUT THE 
GREEKS. 
KAPPA ALPHA 
President Neil Day 
Vice President Mike Wells 
Corresponding Secretary Dick Burks 
Recording Secretary Guy Colson 
Treesurer Rich Sellman 
• •".»..!. 
I 
BETA OMICRON CHI 
President Steve Okeson 
Vice President Jim Ashman 
Secretary Dave Coates 
Treasurer Carliss Crowe 
President 
^x:>%::::w:%i:wx:^ )f'e#  President 
Secretary 
Treesurer 
Bill  Barrett 
Rich Warren 
Jack Ranch 
Don White 
ALPHA DELTA UPSLION 
N   Vl 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Dennis Day 
George Wolski 
Gerry House  . \ 
Finley Cain 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
President Mike Wygren 
Vice  President Bill Ledford 
Recording Secretary Scott McBrayer 
Corresponding Secretary Mike Searcy 
Treasurer Jim Cross 
•l'l   •:.•■ 
WELCOME BACK ALUMNI AND FRIENDS OF EKU >s- 
wmmmmmmmmmmmm 
Record-Setting Guice A Born Leader 
BY BOB TORGERSON 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
terbacks at the time, so Gulce Western  mlscues, adjusted     to     « **»• second hall, It was all 
decided he would give It a try. the change and turned two "bust- G«*ce and Eastern, as the Col- 
He   slowly   made  his climb to ed plays" Into touchdowns. °nels'  cool-headed quarterback 
the top of the ladder, spending     When   asked   if   things     Ilka kept his  charges pounding 
What do you call a man   who muc0 <* blg ttme at hla „eW j0D. these    "busted   plays"   bother 
holds every school passing rec- Finally   he overcame    the ob- him, he answered that he   had the game, 
ord but one, was the Most Val- stacles  Involved and succeeded, confidence   In   himself and     In     Gulce, 
uable Player In the 1967 Grant- as i, clearly visible now,  in his his   receivers.   "You have     to glided 
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Colonels Defeat Western 
(Ooattraei fretn Pag* Two) poll), ware aided in their   bid for a higher rating by an   op- 
Western outside  their own  30- ponent. Hlllsdale of Michigan lost 
yard line In the last US minutes, to Eastern In the first game this 
Eastern  put the game   out of year 63-0, but pulled a surprising 
playing like an old pro, reacn wltn 6:24 Wt to play with  upset over seventh-ranked North- 
in  himself for Eastern's 28-yard 
Western's door for the rest   of ■ 
land Rice  Bowl, and has   been new position. 
honorable mention All- America 
two. straight years^ 
If you're up on your 
How does a 
have confidence   in yourself, or second touchdown, 
top-flight quar- you Just won'tgetanythlngdone,"     A    possible 
terback   size 
college The  opponent 
finest college division quarter 
back In the nation." 
"That's  what Eastern 
football  coach Roy Kldd 
1," fers to call his  6' 
pound signal-caller. 
A close look at Gulce's achi- a few  things 
everaents   reveals that In    the    Gulce   and his band of rene- attack  that tied the score 
past three seasons be has com-gades> with the aid of   a   few at half time. 
pleted 29S of 538 passes for    a RECORDS JIM GUICE HAS BROKEN OR TIED 
total   of 3,618 yards, 33 touch- 
Jim Guice (12) scored the Col- downs   and   a     fantastic     .542 ,   Eastern Records 
onels" second touchdown of the percentage. M->8t Passes Attempted In One Season — 226  (1966) 
Western game to give Eastern      The   soft-spoken   quarterback Most  Passes Completed  In  One Season — 127 (1967) 
the lead,  13-7. Guice was shak- attributes most    of his   success ]5'rt Yards Passing In One Season — 1.516  (1967) 
taking      212   to   Eastern's 
207.  Perhaps   one of the larg-   put down East Tennessee 30- 
that Western. ov< 
yards to th< 
field goal    by    Jerry em Michigan 10-7 Saturday 
Pullins. Eastern's next foe Is Murray, 
The total yards gained between and the event will be Homecoming 
finest collate division ouarter- i" *»* six days before the con- t*™,   he   smM,     I  bought     I    -one or mem want to taut ousi   Colonel8,  45   Mw 
test. Gulce gets much    of his was through for the day,    but ueas. *„.„..,   K*_ toppers'penalty ya 
help   from the film, and scout- when I stood up and found out     TheyJon t £lk business   be- J^£«iou. 
head lng reports. where I was. I was all rjjht/' causa of *• ^ *»* *££™7 »* * vain attempt I pre-   *We   knew pretty much about   Obviously, he was. He stepped iliar cry ofr   Wait tm next yea- 
195-   h<w     Western's defense    would back into the game-with     five can   be   heard  In  the dlsten 
operate," he said, "but they did minutes  remaining Ui the   first     I[**#* *»«"■. *re -"JJg; Uo„ally  before  the game  corn- 
     . cross us up."half   and   calmer    directed  the ««%*g^**%£* pared  to  Western (third  in the 
Hml nation In  the AP small college 
Stockton's 
Dru&s 
/ IIP   (   llYXCnPT       en "P m the fir8t Period'    h"1 to Eastern's  excellent     coach- Most Yards Total Offense  In  One Season 1,513  (1967) 
came back to throw one touch- 
down pass and run for this 6- 
yard touchdown run. (Staff 
Photo   by   Dwaine   Riddell) 
Defense Stiffens 
rj, Most Touchdrwn Pnsses Thrown In One Season — 14 (1966) 
ZZLJE*    ™J^L~H»«  h-^ Most Passes Attempted In One Game — 45 (Middle Tenn.. 1966 practice.   Gulce Practices hard Mogt pasae8 Comp£ted In one Game - 25 (Akron. 1968) 
at his position and is a devoted M,st Y8rds Passlne In Qne Game - 316 (Akron. 1968) 
player. He admits It upsets him Mcst TD-a paSFes Thrown In One Game — 4 (Northwood, 1967) 
when a receiver drops   a pass, OVC Records 
but    he tries not to lose   his 
temper. Most Passing Attempts In A Career — 642 (1965-Present) 
Gulce was not always a quar- Most Completions In A Career — 341 (1965-Present) 
-h.«ir   wo .K.rtoH M«  fnnttwii Most Yards Passing In A Career — 4,312 (1965-Present) terback. He started his football 
PASSING OF JIM GUICE THROUGH FIRST SIX GAMES 
Yd* No. Att. 
123 
Com p. 
63 
Pet. 
.512 
Int. 
7 830 
TD 
8 
Post-Game Celebration Over Victory 
(Ooatianed from Page Two) 
UNSP&RTSMANUIKK CONDUCT? 
In today's collegiate fnrithan. just what is" ruled unsports- career at Miami Southwest where 
manlike conduct bv an official? In last Saturday's game against he   played  end.  He never  even 
Western, it was plain tc sec that the Western defense was outthought of quarterbacklng. 
to do two things -r- atop -Jim Guice and stop the Colonels' of-    The team  had  terrible quar- 
fenae. 
Since accomplishing the first  objective would lead directly 
to achieving the other. one. Western's  defense was   keying   on 
Gulce. This, In itself, is the main thought of most of the teams (TniHaiail him FIJI Tun) much character to be stopped gest of their athletic careers. 
Eastern plays.     • : .'     , *, ! 4..mt .»„« th»   Hd«   han  tiimad  Eastern's that way. Reed,  the team's co-captalr But Western's .defensewasout to *.more toan Just ^p ^   tide   baa turned Eastern's      , (western)     wouldn't summed   up   the  feelin*sbes 
Guice in this writer's opinion. They wanted to hurt him.  This way. - '     tickets   to our stu- when he said- ^^ 
was evident the first time Eastern got its hands on the balL     After Guice returned the East- **•"   •"■   °.*      ,„ 0UA. JJrL     ,72. e SMa' .    _     „ 
See wS hit long^fter he had released the ball to John Tasel. ern defense became stingy. West- **■» he said ****** Unas "Tco many people have been 
and he had to bf helped from the field. No penalty was as- ern was unable to cross mid- stocked three-deep with Eastern saying we were overrated and, 
sessed and Gulce did not play for the rest of the quarter and half fleid after its early score until students ouside the fences that we had no character. This 
of the  second stanza. Western had achieved its main purpose. ^ Q^ to j^ pjsy ^      tne at  each end of the field. „   game was  one we Just bad tc 
But Guice came back and. so did Eastern. He directed the—ime< "And they tried to hurt   Jim win." 
Colonels to a tying touchdown at the end of the second quarter    Throughout the     game      the (Ouice) with cheap licks." 
and scored the clinching TD in the third stanza himself. Colonels ware kept alert by Ron     In toe dressing room     »**, CP/1/?T /?tfto MoSt 
Western had failed  to stop  Eastern,  but   they still  were SS^^cSaMana   lS- credited his defense with ''grow- pri/A I   A Ultra  iriutt 
shooting for Gulce. Their last attempt to flatten Guice occured JSi^nttorX season with tog up.   "They have been beset ... ,   „        .     .„ 
in the fourth quarter when left bandit back. Jim Garrett. shot ^ck.er?u* J£Jt wS^SJ W *"« tojurles and did not jell un- Underrated Football 
shout- m today.   But today, they show-   n. ,   ^_   . 
ed the nation's stingiest defense rlayers    In . A CtlOH 
theywere penalized and Garrett Was taken out of the game. "WastenT la finding out some- wna* 1*'8,a^ ftbou*-_" Offensive linemen predomlnata! 
,   Unsportsmanlike conduct   did occur throughout the  game, thing today"   Reed said. "They 
but only when the final outcome  was not in doubt did the of- 
ficials take sny action.  
. 
through the line and tried to throw 
after the play was ntarly  over. 
an a rolling block into Gulce 
c and  down the sidelines 
punishment  was  finally levied  against  Western   as tog encouragement. 
e rn is l.^ 
That defense forced Western among pro football's most under- 
tried to win this game with to fumble once, intercepted three rated players, according to th< 
cheap methods  but we have too pusses, allowed Just four first results of a survey of NFL am 
downs and 80 yards total offense AFL coaches appearing in   the 
•For AH Your Mechanical Needs" 
DAL E' S 
24 Hour 
Wrecker 
Service 
Mecnofitc 
OB Duty 
Time 
^^W 
Eastern ". 
'* LADH 
A NATURAL 
Murray Next 
(Continued from Page Oae) 
is a senior, while Pelot is   a 
sophomore. 
.The center will be Roger 
White who started last season. 
White   is  a   200-pound   senior. 
The leader of the Murray de- 
fensive   line is Sam Tandy, who 
currently leads the  team In as- 
slts and  tackles. Tandy is   the 
middle   guard. for   the Racers. 
JiTwo Mafn|Hfci|' 
defensive"** eVrsToW. Th 
Mike Ddlt*n»aJB Glenn Ftusey. m 
They have pretty good sine   as K 
they weigh  215 and 205 pounds, 
respectively. 
Tackle positions will be filled 
by Larry White, a starter much 
of last season, and Walt Ander- 
son, a freshman who Is one of 
the bigger Murray lineman. He 
balances the scales at 225' 
pounds. 
Jim Wilson is the biggest man 
on the Racer squad as he is 6-5 
and weighs 255 pounds. 
The linebackers will be Vic j:':': 
Etherldge, who was an All-OVC §£:• nip wj|w t    »yr 
oalactinn last vpor   nocSanders.   ffi D1U lllLL rtVD. 
An unbeatable combination. Lady Dexter'a 
collection of hand-rubbed finishes. Alt on a 
blunt toe. 
The leader of the defensive 
secondary is Don Veatch, who 
calls the defensive plays. Veatch 
has recovered three fumbles so 
far this year. 
Leonard Jezlk, a starter from 
last season, will be at one of the 
defensive halfbacks. A possible 
starter is Jimmy Harrell, who 
was on the offense last year, 
but was moved to a defensive half- 
back this fall. 
Eastern leads In the series be- 
tween the two schools, 13-10-4. 
And Just as was the case with 
Western, Murray has never 
beaten Eastern since Jim Guice 
has been at quarterback. 
Saturday's victory was a big 
step toward the OVC title, but 
the outcome In this weekend's 
game with the Racers could 
decide the team who will hold 
the title for 1968. 
after the Hiutoppers scored mid- current iSSUe of SPORT 
way in the second quarter.' azlne. 
For Gulce and his senior The survey, polling 25 of the* 
teammates, the victory was 26 NFL and AFL coaches (only 
especially rewarding as they fin- paiu Brown of the newly -form- 
lshed their four-year rivalry ©d Cincinnati Bengals was no 
with the Hilltoppers without included), names 11 offensivi 
ever losing.. linemen, as opposed to just OM 
But for the entire team and runnlng back and no quarterbacl 
the coaching staff the victory as the least appreciated stars oi 
was one they all called the big- their respective teams. 
M   <*,       Your Purchase FREE 
i^%^ %        If We Do Not 
Thank You 
-    - Open All Year- 
Hamburgers-Coney.s-Milk Shakes 
RICHMOND 
Richmond 
One-Hour Cleaners 
featuring 
■Martiniiing" 
MOST in Dry Cleaning 
a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY 
Two Drive-In Windows 
31   W. Main 
For any Mans 
UtXinj Moments 
Perfect shirts to relax in are 
comfortable sport styles like 
these. Yours, in colors 
patterns. S, Mf L, XL. 
$400 $500 $5 
ELDER'S Richmond's Family Store Since  1893 
'«* 
GLYNDON 
BARBER SHOP 
rcaor cuts - trims - flat-tops 
in Glyndon Hotel 
Horses 
DANIEL BOONE 
RIDING STABLE 
Highway 227 
Between Winchester and Boonesborough 
Trail Rides — Picnic Area 
Open Daily 10-6 
Main Street 
Welcome 
Eastern 
Students 
and 
Faculty 
623-3248 
"CALL   US 
FOR YOUR 
DRUG 
NEEDS1 
*And then she said/Wow, 
what's that after shave 
youVe wearing?'" 
We keep warning you to be careful how you use Hai Karate* After Shave and 
Cologne. We even put instructions on self-defense in every package. But 
your best silk ties and shirts can still get torn to pieces. That's why you'll 
want to wear our nearly indestructible Hai Karate 
Lounging Jacket when you wear Hai Karate Reg- 
ular or Oriental Lime. Just tell us your size (s,m,l) 
and send one empty Hai Karate carton, with $4 
(check or money order), for each Hai Karate 
Lounging Jacket to: Hai Karate, P.O. Box 41 A, 
Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10056. That way, if someone 
gives you some Hai Karate, you can be a little 
leas careful how you use it. ©„, „„, K.rrt# i^^^ tmA», u 
proicticojiy np'pf 90*. 
Allow 6 w««k« for dollvory. Offer »»pir«s April 1,1969. If your favorito ttoro It temporarily oaf of Hai Karato, koop taking. 
T— 
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BE AN EASTERN BOOSTER - WE ARE 
P.S. ALL OF US ARE MEMBERS OF THE CENTURY CLUB. ARE YOU? 
«. _ 
J.T. I WOODY HINKU 
HINKU DIU6S 
FRANK NASSIDA PLEAS PARK VIRGIL McWHORTER        LEWIS BROADDUS 
CHIEF OF POLICE    CHUCK ORTTENBURGER    MAYOR OF RICHMOND—COLONEL DRIVE-IN 
MODERN LAUNDRY 
AND DRY CLEANERS 
BEN ROBINSON 
DISTRIBUTER 
RALPH 6ABBARD 
WEKY  
/N—— 
EVANS SPURLIN 
SPURLIN REALTY 4 AUCTION CO. 
WIN COLONELS BEAT MURRAY 
"V^ 
>iva^ 40 
\s 
^ 
s& 
■\ 
"I 
KAREN SINTZ 
«• 
MARY STEVENS 
•- . 
LESLIE FUNK LANA BETwUET TON! EASTHAM 
/ Sittinj The Pact In k Proirassife Era  / 
46th Year Thursday, October 31, 1968 
Homecoming Activities 
Begin November 1st 
LOUISA FLOOR PAT NEWELL 
BY SINGLE STEPHENS        colorful floats will be represen- 
STAFF  WRITER ted by campus-wide   organlsa- 
Homecomlng '68 will highlight tlons. Following the parade in- 
the first weekend of November formal tours will take place 
when the Colonels play against throughout the campus. A buf- 
the OVC contending Murray fet 1 uncheon Is scheduled for 
State Thoroughbreds. all Alumni, family,   guests, and 
Festivities     begin   tomorrow friends at 11:30 a.m. 
night with the annual Homecom-      Pre-game ceremonies begin at 
lng Dance which features B. J. 1-30 p.m. in Hanger Stadium with 
Thomas and the Wildcats. the crowning of the new Home- 
The theme selected for toe coming Queen. The exciting cli- 
dance and the entire weekend Is max will be reached when toe 
"Say it with Music." The dance Eastern Colonels meet the Mur- 
will be held in the Student Union ray state Thoroughbreds. 
Building from 9-1 with presen- The half-time program pre- 
tation of the Homecoming Queen sents Gerald Grose and his 150- 
Candldates scheduled at 10:30 member Marching Maroons who 
p.m. will give   the premiere perfor- 
Tickets for toe dance are being mance of "The Eastern Progress 
sold by the Student Council, all March" to honor toe reunion of 
fraternities, and the Business Of- p^ editors of toe student news- 
flee  for  $5.00 pef couple and paper. 
$3.00 single. As a part of half-time   fes- 
Saturday morning the Alumni tivitles a ground-breaking cere- 
Executive Committee Meeting mony for toe Meditation Chapel 
will take place in Room A of toe wm be held. A special section of 
Student Union Building. Lexing- 8eats will be reserved for Cen- 
tonlan Ted Cook, president bftury club members and their 
the Alumni Association, will pre- families. Century Club members 
side. have   contributed approximately 
Then, at 10:00 a.m., the tra- $170,000 to support toe build- 
ditlonal Homecoming Parade yng & toe Meditation Chapel, 
will leave the Eastern campus 
for its tour through toe Rich-     Advance tickets for toeHome- 
mond downtown area. Unique and coming   Game  may  be  ordered 
from the athletic ticket office, the Student Union Building. Fol- 
Alumnl Coliseum. lowing, will be   Informal visits 
and an Informal dinner at 5:30 
After   toe  game, a reception  p.m.     In     toe     Student   Union 
will be held in Walnut Hall   In   cafeteria. 
fl 
Section B 
CAROLYN HILL 8ANDY REED 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
FRIDAY, November 1 
9:00-1:00 a.m. — Homecoming Dance 
:::%: 
— Student Union 
Cafeteria 
10:30 p.m.—Presentation of Homecoming Queen Candidates 
Student Union Cafeteria 
SATURDAY, November t 
9:00-1:00 p.m. — Registration Tickets Available Here 
Student Union Building Lobby 
9:00 a.m. — Alumni Executive Committee Meeting 
S.U.B. — Room A 
10:00 a.m. — Homecoming Parade — Campus A Downtown 
11:00 a.m. — Campus Tours, Informal — All Buildings 
& Campus 
11:30 a.m. — Buffet  Luncheon,   for  all   Alumni,   Family, 
Guests, and Friends — Student Union Cafe. 
1:80 p.m. — Pre-Game Ceremonies — Hanger Stadium 
Prawning of Homecoming Queen 
2:00 p.m. — Football Game — Hanger Stadium 
Eastern vs. Murray State 
advance tickets may be ordered from: 
Athletic Ticket Sales 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475 
4:30 p.m. — Post Game Reception — S.U.B. — Walnut Hall 
5:00 p.m. — Informal Visiting 
5:30 p.m. — Dinner, Informal — Student Union Cafeteria 
7:00 p.m. — Individual Group Parties and Get-Together 
Reunion: The Eastern Progress Staffs: All former students 
who have  worked on the official Eastern news-1. 
paper, The Progress, at any time. 
Special 
Section 
This special section fea- 
tures Homecoming on the 
front and a history of the 
Progress on the inside. 
This weekentl the Univer- 
sity Is honoring former Pro- 
gress editors, and It Is the 
story they recorded these 
last 45 years that Is told In- 
side this section. 
Included are pictures of 
front pages of the Progress 
back in the 1920s. Moat of the 
information for the historical 
work has been supplied by 
R. A. Edwards, retired pro- 
fessor. 
JO VITA DICK 
JOYCE MASON GENEEN DECKER 
TAPE PLAYERS 
CAR and HOME 
OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS 
Progress March To Be Performed 
During Homecoming Ceremonies 
string bass is his major    in- 
strument, Harris plays toe tuba 
TAPE RECORDERS 
and 
Car Tape Players-Home Tape Players 
"Year Electronic Headquarters" 
[jMteii> 
UUIito^ssMiite store135 w. .*V.N. -T 
11/ tim4*mdlf 
Stereo 
RICHMOND,   KENTUCKY 
BY PATTIE O'NEILL vertlsed nationally and drew en- ers or their origin. "Thescores 
STAFF WRITER tries from out-of-state as well were evaluated simply on qual- 
?**£&**?]£&££**& ^Harris' talente will be display- band director and chairman of the also studying toe trombone. 
Si rl?2Sni iSp«!Si« u * ■* «*• half-time of Eastern's screening committee. Harris was surprised to first 
KJ^TZv."  .25 Sfniv homecoming game this Saturday     Other entrants were:    F. M.  learn of winning the contest fron, 
-   ^?.£/E5f tJEHSHEL when  "The  Eastern  Progress Blvens. Rockester, N.Y.; Donald Gerald Grose. Quite eleatedover 
. ^JSSS!K£fS!SSSi March"   will   make  Its  debut E. Matthews. Mission, Kan.: and the selection of his score, Harris 
to "U^nvuslUu^WSJS^scyn ^^ WM selected Jam#8 Layne  Eastern alumnus described    his march as being 
the best score in a contest spon- fn)m    four   compositions. The of 1961, band director at Walton- 
sored by the Progress. marches were identified only by Verona High School, Walton, Ky. 
The contest, offering a prise 
ity," said Gerald Grose. Eastern for toe Eastern Maroons and Is 
Smant 
COLLEGE 
N. 2nd St. 
and CAREER 
Ph. 623-4200 
"7 ~ "     r number and the Judges did not    Allen Trimble, managing editor 
rs
» *        " know the n«T"— of the compos- of The Progress, expressed toe 
sentiments of all concerned with 
toe contest In saying, "We  were 
^Ul Weather Jackets 
• ••add that 
person al touch 
...your 
monogram 
Sty* 
Smwratty 
I I I 
Daeron Polyester and Combed 
Cettea with a Zelan finish 
repel water ... and they're 
wuh'n' wear! Convertible^ 
styling. Staa t to 18 
The Final Touch 
Waning your Unset for tonight's oatsf You're nowhere if the 
handbag, hosiery, Jsaeky and sccsasarlss aren't "right" You 
stHlhewtlms. Set what the U. Shop has on hand for you. We'll 
even help you attest the "right" thing if you ilka. Drop In, choose 
from our new Fall Collection...and avoid trauma. 
sjto* Irtenttg Sfcap ftffijtj 212 WATER STREET    /1 
composed In toe tradition of John 
Phillip Sousa's "Washington Post 
March " which was one of the 
contest guidelines. However, 
Harris hastened to add that he 
"could not follow the style   of 
SWEET 
SHOP 
'Home Cooked Food' 
N. 2nd  St. 
especially pleased that one   of this march because it was wrlt- 
our music students composed the ten so long ago that the music 
winning march." would be outdated." He renovated 
Harris said be entered     toe the style and followed the form 
contest because he thought   he only to develop a modern march, 
might win and toe one hundred Judges for the contest were: 
dollar prise was tempting. De- Mr.   Gerald  Grose,   chairman; 
scribed by other band mem- 
bers as "one of those people 
you admire, yet envy, because 
he has so much skill and talent 
that his abilities are almost 
unlimited," he Is a quiet stu- 
dent whose main Interest In, 
life lies In music. 
Harris stems from a tradition 
of >muslcal accomplishment. His - 
mother Is a high school music 
teacher and his father Is an am- 
atuer musician who mlnored In 
music In college. 
Harris is a music education 
major and eventually hopes to 
teach music at a college or uni- 
versity and to conduct. While toe 
Mr. Robert Hartwell, acting 
chairman of the Music depart- 
ment; and Dr. Donald Cooper, di- 
rector of the concert band. 
■■I ■ 
Terrace Helpy-Selfy 
Coin Operated Laundry 
"ll you'll- too busy studying to do your wash, 
let our attendants do it for you.*' 
2 Blocks off W. Main. 
Corner of Poplar & Lombard* Streets 
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's 
annnnH 
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Progress Milestone Founded In 1922 In Eastern s 15th Year 
- THE  EASTERN PROGRESS By Richard A. Edwards 
The year of 1922, when Eastern was 
fifteen years old, witnessed the birth of the 
two student publications which have con- 
tributed enormously to the history of the 
school to the information of its students, 
and to the loyalty of its alumni. These 
were the Eastern Progress, a school news- 
paper, and the Milestone, senior yearbook. 
The founder and first sponsor of these 
publications was Mr. G. Lee McClam—and 
President T. J. Coates was the power be- 
hind the movement. 
Before this time, and from the begin- 
ning of the school, Eastern issued a bi- 
monthly publication bearing the name of 
The Eastern Kentucky Review. The first 
number of this publication bears the date, 
October, 1906, but it was entered at the 
Richmond postoffice as second class mail 
dated November 25 of that year. (The 
Normal School opened its doors January 
Mr. Richard A. Edwards, author 
of this short history of The Eastern 
Progress, was a teacher and director of 
the Training School, {now known as 
the Model Laboratory School,) for 36 
years. He also taught education, rural 
sociology, and Kentucky history courses 
at Eastern before he retired in 1954. 
Mr. Edwards was born in 1884 
near Farmington. He earned an A.B. 
at the University of Kentucky in 1910, 
where he was president of his senior 
class. 
He served as a member of the 
Kentucky State Book Commission in 
1924-25, and was appointed by Gov- 
ernor William Jason Fields to aid in the 
selection of texts to be used in Kentucky 
public schools. 
15, 1907; although the Model School had 
continued the existence of Walters Col- 
legiate Institute on the campus by begin- 
ning its year's work on September 11, 
1906). 
The various numbers of the Eastern 
Kentucky Review did not appear regularly 
as a bi-monthly during the first few years, 
nor was its content always of a similar na- 
ture. Sometimes it was the school catalog, 
Dr summer school announcement. Or may- 
be it was prepared to represent one of the 
departments of the school, and sometimes 
it was a Model School number; but it was 
always the official publication of the Nor- 
mal School or of the College. 
In January, 1908, appeared a new pub- 
lication, The Student, which might be con- 
sidered as the antecedent of the Eastern 
Progress, Belles Lettres, Milestone, and 
Alumni Bulletin. Tt was published monthly" 
except in August when school was not in 
session. Its pages included literary con- 
tributions by students and faculty. It also 
carried alumni information, and the June 
number served as a senior yearbook with 
pictures of graduates for that year. 
The first editor of The Student was 
Marcus Redwine, who later became a dis- 
tinguished lawyer and a prominent church- 
man in Winchester. Miss Maude Harmon, 
the associate editor, was later a member of 
Easterns faculty. Each number of The 
Student carried the statement under its 
title, "Devoted to the best interest of the 
teachers of Eastern Kentucky." The sub- 
scription price was fifty cents a year. 
Rather complete copies of this pub- 
lication are preserved in the Townsend Lib- 
rary collection for the years of 1913, 1914, 
and 1915—the last number appearing in 
June of the   last   year.   The   Student was 
/flgh. <=&S^WS«-AMERICAN 
Tjjgl RESTAURANT 
22S S. 2nd ST. ":00 A.M. — 12 MIDNIGHT 
WE CAM CATER FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Try Our New Chicken Supreme 
CALL AHEAD FOR YOUR 
CARRY OUT ORDERS 
623-5338 
ALSO 
PIZZA MADE TO ORDER 
■Mr>nw, n>-«»*. 
BWWwiBwBWBaB! 
NEW FALL COLORS      STA PRESS 
DRESS SLACKS $9 
OPIH FRIDAY 
NIGHTS 
JILL 9 ?M. 
LERMANS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTIED 
succeeded by another publication, The 
Talisman, which first appeared in October, 
1915, and continued as a monthly magazine 
until February, 1917. It resembled The 
Student in form and in content. 
Some interesting information on these 
early school publications may be found in 
Chapter* 18 in Five Decades of Progress, 
which chapter was written by Dr. Roy B. 
Clark. Dr. Clark joined the staff of the 
English Department at Eastern in 1926, 
four years after the founding of the East- 
ern Progress. 
In 1922 Eastern Kentucky State Nor- 
mal School was authorized to extend its 
curriculum to include a four years standard 
college, and the name of the school became 
Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and 
Teachers College. (Eight years later the 
words "Normal School" were dropped 
from the title, and in 1948 the word 
"Teachers" was left out). 
In that same year of 1922 the Model 
High School was transferred to the newly 
organized Madison High School, situated 
in a new building on the old Madison Fe- 
male Institute grounds. Three years later 
the first academic degrees were granted at 
Eastern. So it was recognized by President 
Coates as a proper time to begin the pub- 
lication of a school newspaper, and Mr. 
McClain was the proper person to launch 
it. 
First Issue of the Progress 
Dr. Clark, in his chapter on Publica- 
tions in Five Decades of Progress, makes 
the error of saying "The Progress was pro- 
bably begun in the autumn of 1922," and 
that the number printed for September 19, 
1927, was "the first on file." He had not 
found these nine numbers for the first five 
and a half years; but Dr. Clark was not pre- 
sent on the campus when the Progress was 
founded. 
The first editorial staff, the students 
who got out the paper for the winter and 
spring terms of 1922, were as follows:. 
Miss Lucille Strother, editor-in-chief 
Daily Dunaway, associate editor 
Bradley Combs, business manager 
Oscar Kunkel, advertising manager 
Fern Stone, news editor 
Ann Wallace and Raymond Rouse, 
personal reporters 
. Hobert Templeton, alumni reporter 
Elizabeth Addis, Thaxter Sims, and 
Roy Proetartgeneral reporters 
WilliamHoward and Edgar Higgins, 
club editors 
Herbert Higgins, joke editor 
Montgomery Johnson, photographer 
Virginia Hisle, exchange editor 
While I am not acquainted with the 
careers of all of these students since they 
left Eastern over forty years ago, I think it 
may be proper to mention the success of a 
few I happen to know about: Lucille Stro- 
ther from Henry County married Greene 
Hogg of Eastern. Dr. Daily Dunawav is 
a very successful surgeon in New York 
City. Bradley Combs was secretary to Gov- 
ernor Sampson Raymond Rouse was a 
prominent civic worker and well known 
citizen of Campbell County. Roy Proctor, 
Ph.p, is a professor in the University of 
Georgia. 
Edgar Higgins is an attorney for and 
vice-president of Beneficial Loan Corpora- 
tion. Herbert Higgins is a school principal 
in Pulaski County. Virginia Hisle is Mrs. 
James Shannon of Richmond. 
Earle Combs Makes Headlines 
Among the items in the first number 
of the Progress was one stating that "East- 
ern May Become a College."   Another re- 
ported  "The  present  enrollment  for the 
second term reaches 850 students."    And a 
third item states "Earle Combs, who has 
been a popular student at Eastern for the 
past few years, leaves for Pensacola, Fla., 
March 12, where he is trying for a position 
on   the   Louisville   baseball   club of the 
American   Association . . . His   best ball- 
playing at Eastern was in the past season 
under the present coach, G. N. Hembree." 
Other items in this first number of the 
new school paper state that "Dr. Charles 
McMurry lectures at Eastern," and "The 
class of 1922 is to publish an annual." 
The number for November 14, 1924, 
has an interesting article about the new 
library building, "One of the most out- 
standing improvements at Eastern this year 
is the splendid new library building, which 
was completed last summer at a cost of 
$55,342." And it continues to announce 
that "in each issue of the Progress the lib- 
rarian will have an announcement of new 
books received." 
In this edition of the Progress a list of 
the literary   societies with   newly   elected 
presidents was given as follows.    (Up to 
that time all students were expected to be- 
long to some one of the literary societies.) 
Cynthiana, Kendall Conley 
Carpediem, Bradley Combs 
Columbian, Ezra Webb 
Excelsior, R. A. Justice 
Periclean, Green Hogg 
VOLUME I  
UTTIE THEATRE CLUB    IASKETVALL »QUAD KEEN 
SELECTS UNDER COVER ™< ►*>•• **■*••» ">•*« <" 
1921 -ii i, an energetic and prom- 
Ojff MaM* Rav  fniir mi ''''"*' '""    "lc u"",*"dln* ch*'~ 
MBP—i) Hm learn     ecteristk  o(  ibc  semed    ■■    the 
fhs.ia As I eaaev. clo.e diminution between play- 
era fur |ilaic«» on the team.  Thit 
Practl_ far "Ladi-r Carter." the ntmunhiaa keene; so marked that 
ire Club sometime Ike fir.i week ,0  ,hl"  "•">  *■""  lo    P"**- 
of March,    it under   full    -nine- The ">■•*    experienced    player. 
with Dolly    Plekels   taking   the are Jacob., guard and    captain. 
K1 of   the    leading   Udv    ami •*• "•"«" ■"  after four yean 
iltv Dunawav ami Ha. F.-ter »P>™d»l ttnri at  ■Mcholatillle 
taking the part of    II*' leading '"a*, ami  McEwan. center, who 
men.     These lead, an- pe.edv ..f d«l line anvil in that portion on 
extraordinary ability and sin.n- 'J* alfk * "f*T  High team in 
perso-alily  makmi,- it MM a».tirr'l '"!*,'. .    . , , 
fact that the many Iriimr. ol the •   '"• ""'  ■chcduled game wa» 
Theatre Club will find in thin piav idayed  Jan.  2L   again.!    I 
a continuation of the other Mh> Collrgc a 
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_ I t llarbourvillc. with Ihe 
Cllieu that they have enhned at   following lineup: 
;
*i production* in the peat,' Hack L'oinu Eastern ...    |,.w...»....,"   ...    ,,„       Ml.I.   ||»,h  -- 
ol the leach arc other member- ..f Murrhead W ,F < \ jncleve 
llarrod 
McEwan 
Whaley 
the coat who have proven their  Morri. 4   F  
worth on previous occasion, aui  RHfJf"   ~   C  
lo whom the public will look with Smith     C.  
ihe umt feeling thai i. heed fr.au ttUeun     C    (**9* 
former >occeaata. Substitute..-   Kam.se>-  (2)     foe 
The (our act play i- a new field llarrod: tirey (I) lor McEwenl 
for the litre. Theatre Club, .inc.- llarrod bar Whaler, 
all ol their former productions During; the firat hall ol the 
have been in one-act prays, lint game the girl, played under a 
with thii new effort rncaes the great handicap, using different 
featurea ol mystery, humor and guarding rule- from their own. 
the cver-prraent ' love •lory, and « divided floor: al-o. losing 
which joined together will afford their center during the firai nvr 
material for the most fastidious minute* of play. 
iiidience. The itory opena mine The L'nkm girls d d some su- 
' 'ffice of a Deputy Surveyor of the |*rii.r playing , displaying fine 
port of New York in the Coa- teamwork ami spectacular shoot- 
roen. House and from there w ing. They ran up a score of 28-1 
carried to the beautiful home of iai our Fgatera team, 
the Harrington's on Long Island. During the second half, play- 
where the last three acts find a ing Igrjr? rules, the Eastern quin- 
-etting. The mystery element let ma»k a good recovery, broke 
El provided in a mrest entertaining up Union's passes and, held them 
manner and will hnkl ihe apdi- to a scire ol >;JjBvme;jirrM»ise_ 
nee until (lie curtail, u kiwcretL of a much tattler record for a 
rhroughout the play it the at- second game. 
amphlil of subtle humor which On Feb. 21 the I'm.m College 
lias established this play aa one team will play here: Feb. 22 the 
ol the moat successful which the local team will go to Western 
author, Roi Cooper Megrue, has State SorraeJ. . 
written. Mr. Megrue is the.au- Ms* Haramon is scheduling 
thor ol the play, "It Pay. to Ad- .cvcral other game, lor in. team 
vertiae," which for several aea- lut the datei have not 'been 
sons waa one of the much sought  closed. .. 
alter attractions on atl the cir- ■ . «i. . , I ^,. ft _i I.-.L. 
cuit. in the East and South. Ubtr «!•'« • Student B™g['»" 
it roul mad. a grrat run in New ««1 »> «" SArtLfSX 
York. B, many people. "Under "Jreriy made he, IM«M> 
Cover" h ranked a. an equd with 'I™ »• • ■«■*-« ** S.*** 
this other production. '"If    't'.?""^ i^or^ta 
With a cist rrmpnsed ol l>'ly «*'••'• 'S£!fSS3^Sii 
_, , , „ , . -Tv , ... „ added to this fund which is for the PKkeU tu Ethel a^r^t: Ray   -JJJ of "g^ ,l0(knt 
Foster ■■ Sleren Denby; D-uley ^hineeda a little help to put him 
Dunaway u Daniel Taylor; Win. thnm|ti a part of hi* school term. 
CnrRbtr aa J»mei Duncan: Dor- nt^tr certain conditloon. Thli i» 
land Coatea as Harry G.bt>« : B grtat itep, for very often *ome 
Shelby Carr u Peter. Ann Wal- 0( u, feel that Juat a few extra 
lace as Sarah Peabody; Mary Eli- dollars would put ON acrotr. hut 
labcth Luxoa at Amy Cart- where to get them we do not 
wright; Leslie Evans at Michael know. From this fund those oe- 
Harrine-ton; Paul Rush as Lam- ccsaary dollars may be borrowed 
hert: Valinda Deatherage , a s nn,| p^y hack at a later date. 
Nora RutledRc; Sallie Gentry as Th*. undent body baa always 
.Mice Harrington; Cowan Taylor 1(,-,.pt,.<i the rtirht on which the 
as Monty Vanghn. there is every Unh Theatre Oub presents h» 
reason for the audience to 'attend pt.y ■. aa "Student Night." so that 
with the easy assurance of spend- tradition will be carried out again 
ing an evening of pleasure. Many Et this time. We are anxiously 
members of the caxt have already waiting to get the eiact date 
pro\*en their ability as entertain- when the play, "Uoder Cover," 
tra in previous productions of the w;n he produced. 
club and with the new material   — . — 
that has been discovered the Gob Tell a man he has falsified and 
feels safe in makmg the assertion yon will probably be in for a 
that this will be the very beat scrap; but lend a receptive ear 
play which they have staged. to the  untruthful gent and    h 
At the beginning of the present  will feel that you are a    rather 
school year the Crab decided to sensible sort ol fellow. 
EASTERN CAPTURES 
GMEWlTHBEffiA 
So far this fttaVKM. the EasUra 
haikatball team baa bets, a sue 
cess, having won five of the aevei- 
games played, including victories 
over such ok) rivals as Weeleyan, 
Sue Bennett and Western Nor- 
mal. The latest victory was over 
toe Bema town egg legation on 
Friday night, Febrnary 10. to a 
27 to 7 tune. In this game the 
Eastern team displayed ha boat 
ware*. They defrated the Bema 
tesun with ease Passing featured 
the victor) a* veil aa grant dc- 
tV-riv *m.*. SteplM... M led 
the team in scVirmg with seven 
neld gnalu fur a total of H points 
lie played his best game of the 
seaMjn in tSe Rerea battle. Clark 
shot two nice k ng ones and cov- 
I'reil the ROOT    with    hb    usual 
iced.   On the defense Hall and 
lain.>u* held the Beret. 
EAKnVS8SKS!SM* PRESENT ENIWIIJENT 
REACHES 850 
Third Tarns At E* 
AlPrtYisss ■■aWii A. Uv 
STOP!    L00K1    LISTEN! 
Are you a student of Eattcrn? Hive you ever been 
a atixfent of Eastern? You iurdy then mutt love 
Eastern. 
If you w»nt to keep in touch with "Old Eastern" and 
your many friends, whom you have made while there, 
then subscribe for The Eastern Progress. 
1-nei 
M i .- s a visitors 
to three field goals and only two 
points in the last half. Byrd was 
tUerr with the goods at his for- 
ward aa usual. If Eastern con 
tinnc* the pact set In this game 
they will he hard to beat by any 
of their future tfpponenti. 
The game previous to that with 
Keren, was with Western Normal 
who were beaten by Eaetern 26 
to IS. This game was played or 
Saturday., Fthruaiy 4 in the Mad- 
ison gym on a very slick floor 
The sleekness of the floor sliwed 
the game up a great deal and sav 
ed Wtsttrn from a worst defeat 
In m collision Captain Jones, of 
Wettrn. had hi- leg broken. The 
regular team of Stephcnson. 
Clark. Byrd. Hall, and Mainnu.. 
started. Byrd !«-<; with 10 points 
On Wednesday. I>bnrarr 1st. 
rTEsrxrn1 nvoret* T1sv*T*1nwrlirn 
ilefnat of the aca-um at the hand* 
of Cumberland College here hy •> 
score of 26 to 10. The Maroon 
and White campus men seemed 
to be off their regular form. They 
permitted Cumberland to make 
easy shots and did not fight real 
ly hard until the hut half. Cum* 
hcrland played a nke passing 
game, skippng oft* with an easy 
victory. 
Eastern was beaten at Barbour- 
ville by a score of 16 to 13 on 
Saturday. Febrnarr 21. hy Union 
College's basketball team. East- 
ern deserved to win this gam* 
lut was beaten on fool shots. The 
Maroon and White nude morr 
field goals than the Union team. 
Eastern appeared to he off that 
night in form. Byrd played up 
to standard the last three minu- 
tes of the game but outside of 
thit the whole team did not come 
up to expectations. Eastern men 
minied many cinch shots which 
would have won the game. The 
loose goals and iteel rebound- 
Imltled Hembree's men to some 
extent. 
Sue Bcnnrtt Memorial waa the 
third basketball team to be taken 
into camp by Eastern. Thev fell 
before the Maroon and White 
wave Saturday. Jannary 14, at 
Madison gym by a 21 to 16 score 
Clark played the game of his life 
against Sue Bennett    He scored 
15 points, including 6 goals from 
the field from all angles. Cotnbr 
and Mamous did good guard 
work for Eaattrn. Captain Ov- 
erly scored 14 of Sue  Bennett'" 
16 points. 
Paris    Knights    of    Columbus 
fell victims to Eastern Monday. 
jannary 10. at the Madtaon gym 
to a 34-12 score. The Eastern 
basketball team purred rings 
around the visitors. Byrd for 
Eastern scored 18 points. This 
la the highest score made by an 
Eastern man so far this ytai. 
He played a wonderful game, as 
did Clark and Stephenson. who 
scored 8 points each. Combs' 
guarding, as listed by Hall m one 
(Continued on page 2) 
A bill, permiting the two State 
Normal Schools to become Col- 
leges, was unanimously passed 
by the Legislature and signed by 
the Goventor. 
Under the provisions of t hi- bill 
when aver the executive council. . .. * 
conansased of the Start Sssperin- The opening of this term -hem- 
tendent and the Presidents of the the largest enrolbnent Kar>teni 
two Normal Schools. eMabli.h a has ever had. Never before has ft 
four-year conrae above the High }Kra ^ iM lh-l |m) atKlitiTiuni 
the rour-e prepared b> «he eaeen- "re sludenl-body lor Ihe as«m- 
tl»a council, the Nmnial SlinoU hly exercises. One of ike larK- 
ao elerlian lo lake arl\-anla|rc nl ctt |Cnus prkir to this waa Ihe 
Ihe priivi.i..ns of Ihe MIL may |Wtll um {rl |h, „tllr cnrr.|l. 
r»W derrrre-    \. M   a-.l   II   s   ,„   ^^  o(   >h|ch   n ,„   ilullUre,i 
•*5',uo"-   ami nineteen.     This term,    jusl The eaetrltive cnsincfl will rneel 1%>t,v( ,mmlh>    ,„„,   .„,,».„.. 
aome mne near Ihe lasl of March ,,„, b 1WWI^ „.„ hnnslred an.1 
ami II is hoped hy all concernel ft„v /^y ^„, „„, IIW| !„,„. 
Ihai the ermneil will immeiliatel, „„,, |f, n,,,,    xc,llBck,- is 
take steps to put into effert the  .^j nuinlwr. imly. for 
I ■'Ml II of th a bill.     A. »in  (hMf *n  Mvlrm, gnctotr 
aatbe eaeculive cmmnl vmrk. „lulcn„. p„|M„, „| „,he, i„„ 
out an acceptable .™"ae. Ihe ^, „,,, • ,nd „„„ ni|rt „noo| 
Board o fB^nt. svlll no ;k.u.'.l JrwllllueV'h,r« ,hi, lenn than 
take advanuge of the prov,i..ns ■ Qf   ^ fi>^ ,,„„,„,, 
ol the act.      The artwn.il the ( w       who „.,.,. 
jxeetrtl« councII   and   fUj.r.1 nl .,„,„,    J,^ th,te    ».„, a. 
Rejrent, no ,loul»t will lie Urnls   «  PT .,   , , ||wr, u , 
h,llnenc«l by Ihe atlilwle of the "£«,(,*,. „, ,K„ lh,, „„„,,„ 
Normal graduates. this year * 
There are several hundred men     ^   j h     ,    ,  .,„,.„,« 
and «"«",."• ,*-«",«*S. "J" enrolled on Salur.U, before thv hold life certificates.     l>nder the ^..^i  i„,.   .v.-n ihen  tlsr 
provisions nl Ihi- I. II these lead.-  "^SatSS^a. kl n,„ l« g 
er. eoukl co.nplele Ihe other two '"^m^^%""' * W.I 
year, ol colleir. and «c„ either fj M"-^.*"1 ftSR5ES 
important even, in the hl.lory ol ™ INjJ >SJSL "?'" fSJ 
SsS. ta K,n,«ky ha. ocrt,,. XgjSgXSStA 
red than the passin, nl this lull.    JJB™ , ^^M .1.^modem 
COIIBSTO '"Ii 1±?Z£#i*! -^^\ 
"*■ it poMlvIe lor four hundre.1 
lii«SValf CLUB s*'ST.,. £S£& 
  dred  liviiut rn homes    in    Rieh- 
Earle Conba. who haa been a mood- Thera are. also, alaiiil 
popuUr student here at fiastrm .evenly men roomina: in town. 
Sormal for the last taw ye«r». The people ol Richmoml are 10 I. 
leavea lor PenaaeoU, Fla- Varcfi hiarfify pra:aed lor the wWaap.ni 
12. where ha ia to Irr lor a poai- whieh they axpreaa hy llirowini, 
lion in Ihe Louiavnle Use hall open their homea to our student, 
club ol ibe American AaMctalkn. Thoee firla coanin. »vr>T tWW 
Conilis has been playing in and the carapue ara tran.porteo an 
around Richmond lor the U.I and Irons, school every day at the 
two veara. He etarted has sue- cxpeaaa ol Use achool whlcli 
ce-.l'ul base ball career at East- greatly reduce, gl. ■■■"g«- 
ernh,1918. when Coach C. F. tagea ol roomlti. oil Ihe campu. 
Miller held away. Comb, ptav- There are manv .ocul aeaju* 
■ d at Brat bate thai yamt and eatkm. connected with I*""" 
shown) himself to be a comer, in which theje .ludent. will fin I 
His neat appearance in an East- a hearty welcome and 1' «h"» 
era unilorm waa in 1920. when he  to .how their vanous (ajanbk w < 
5.}-e<l .hurt .top under Coach are aura that there •"«■*"£*■; 
cCoy. Hia beat baa. ball ptay portun-tiM at Eastern Normal 
ing at Eaatara wa. in the pa-' othe. than regular class '«"'"'_ 
seaaon under Ihe preaeut coach.      Eaetern    Keutt l t  tn   cscni   twoi,     ^•...... . . 
G N. Hembree.     He pUred at rteady march toward kVanaaM 
top again. Around in this  better educatiou. The fin ernea 
s«tion^l    theau.e    in    which tal training Hea al Fa; en  -her 
short .to 
ect  01  ne sia'   i   nmr  i.i n. — --- .i^.—.. 
Eaalern plays. Conlb. U.known teacher, are trained. We-ekom 
lor his terrific .lugging and daa- tbi. new term lor Ihe man., 
.ling fielding. Comb, look part chances we have of gaining: a 
in the 16 game, that Eastern play greater repreaenution tow.r.1 
ed. He baited at the lolly av- helping Kentucky m ker aduca 
erage ol J9I m   the   entire    16 taaaajlje^arfasas.      ^  . , 
games ami fielded at 769 In the I Haw AnllH■«■■.■.. 
Jame number ol gamea. Tola la On account ol the larpe enroll- 
in the infield that he made this ment Ibis term, the Preaulent ha- 
,«tage. been forced to aeeure three Ion- 
Later at  Harlan he fielded at time, aad two  part-time   aaaO- 
.959 playing al second base      In ante.     Every class room availa 
the tate summer and (all playine; ble ia  being   uaed   from jut   t" 
in lh. field   lor   the   Uidngton eight   houra  a   day in   order  t" 
Reoa. he fieided at 1XM0 in aeven handle the hundred or more class 
gamea.      He  also played in the ca now eeneduied. 
outfield for the    two   Richmond      It may be of interest to East- 
teame and did not make an error, era Progreaa   readers   to   knov. 
A position m the outfield   aeema that the enrollment lor this term 
to be Ibe plac. for Combe. is well aboee the 850 mark, ex- 
ie faat in the garden, and hand- eluding the training and rural 
tea all ol hi. chance, there with schools. In addition to thit. then- 
cut, arc over five hundred courses r»- 
Alter achool had cteted at Eaat- ing carried on bv correspondencr 
era tart June, he played ball at It ia eapected by the adminis- 
Harlan where he led the chamn- tration, by the middle nl this 
ions of Eattern Kentucky in both term, the attendance «nll ap- 
batting and fielding. Hia average proae* the lfl» figure unless 
(Continued on page 4) something unloraeen bappena. 
Utopian, Jessamine Jacobs 
Washingtonian,  Clinton Fugate 
Eastern Participates in State Contests 
It was stated in the paper that "inter- 
society contests commenced to select repre- 
sentatives to participate in the Eastern Ken- 
tucky Interscholastic Association contests in 
oratory, debating, and exclamation. This 
association was formed in 1918 through the 
efforts of Mr. R. A. Edwards of Eastern, 
who served as President last year; it includes 
Eastern Normal, Union College, Sue Ben- 
nett Memorial, the Normal Department of 
Berea College, and Cumberland College." 
The Progress for February 19, 1923, 
mentions the organization of three other 
literary societies: the Roark, Horace Mann, 
and Plutonia. But by this time the growth 
of the school had reached that place where 
it was difficult to accommodate all students 
in literary societies, besides other college in- 
terests and extra-curricular activities were 
developing, so that these societies soon dis- 
appeared at Eastern as well as in other in- 
stitutions of the period. A Men's Club 
had recently been organized of which E. E. 
Elam was president. Every organization 
on the campus had a faculty sponsor. 
The issue of the Progress for May 14, 
1925, states the girls basketball team for 
Eastern won the state championship for 
1924-25. 
Faculty Sponsors for the Progress 
While the editorial staff of the East- 
ern Progress was composed of students, and 
they were given a rather free hand in the 
conduct of the paper, with the exception of 
one brief period, there was always a fac- 
ulty sponsor or advisor for the staff, who 
was selected by the President of the College. 
The sponsor recommended to the Presi- 
dent of the College some capable student 
as editor-in-chief. After appointment by 
the President, the editor and the sponsor 
selected the complete staff for the school 
year. Both editor and sponsors received 
small stipends for their time and labor; the 
business manager and advertising manager 
also received some remuneration, usually 
taken from advertising fees. 
A list of the faculty sponsors of the 
paper is given here as follows: 
Mr. G. Lee McClain, 1922   . 
Miss Edna Zellhoefer, 1922-25 
Mr. Hambleton Tapp, 1925-26 
Mr. William L. Keene, 1926-29 
Miss Edna Zellhoefer, 1929-30 
Dr. Dean W. Rumbold, 1930-34 
Mr. William L. Keene, 1934-43 
1943-50, no sponsor 
Mr. Paul Duncan, 1950-52 
Mr. William L. Keene, 1934-43 
Mr. Edsel R. Mountz, 1958-60 
Mr. Donald R. Feltner, 1960-67 
Mr. Glen A. W. Kleine, 
1967 to present 
In the history of the school, those who 
have rendered   faithful   service and have 
gone the extra mile should not be forgotten. 
In this connection the names of two indi- 
viduals are mentioned here with the hope 
that a record of their labors will find a last- 
ing place in the school's history. These 
are Mr. G. Lee McClain, founder of the 
Progress and the Milestone, and Prof. Wil- 
liam L. Keene, who for eighteen years guid- 
ed the course of the Eastern Progress. 
Model School Principal First Adviser 
Mr. McClain was principal of the 
Model High School, 1920-22. His office, 
in which was compiled the material for the 
first numbers of The Progress and the first 
Milestone, waiihe south-east corner room 
on the second floor of Cammack Building. 
The office joined his classroom, arid in this 
place came members of the editorial staffs 
with their contributions, and there he con- 
sulted with those who were working with 
the publications: 
Mr. McClain was a native of Bards- 
town. He was a graduate of the Univer- 
sity of Kentucky in the class of 19a9. When 
the Model School was transferred to Madi- 
son High School in 1922, Mr. McClain left 
Eastern to accept a position with the Allyn 
& Bacon book publishers as state represen- 
tative. Later on he changed to state re- 
presentative for John C. Winston Company, 
publishers. 
He was a veteran of World War I, and 
was made Commander of the American 
Legion for Kentucky. He served two terms 
in the Kentucky General Assembly as repre- 
sentative from the district of Nelson and 
Anderson Counties. During the first ad- 
ministration of Governor A. B. Chandler, 
1936-40, McClain was Adjutant General of 
Kentucky. It was during this period that 
he conceived the idea and encouraged the 
writing of the Military History of Ken- 
tucky as a federal writers project. This is 
a valuable book of 490 pages, illustrated. 
During World War II General Mc- 
Clain was appointed Gvil Defense Director 
with headquarters in Cleveland. The Na- 
tional Guard Armory in Bardstown was de- 
dicated to him in 1963. General McClain 
died February 4, 1965, at the age of 70. 
His initiative in organizing the two student 
publications at Eastern and starting them 
on the long road of successful journalism 
was exemplified in the various worthy 
undertakings throughout his useful life. 
Keene Adviser for 18 Years 
But the long and interesting service of 
the college newspaper owes its continuous 
growth and usefulness more to Professor 
William Keene than to any one else. For 18 
years he supervised and guided The Pro- 
gress through its staff. It was not a con- 
tiguous sponsorship, but had two interrup- 
tions. He joined the faculty at Eastern in 
1926 when the paper was four years old, 
and was immediately assigned to this task 
for the next three years. 
Again he assumed the responsibility 
from 1934 to 1943. Then after another 
interval he advised the staff of the paper 
VI 
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. Committee on Stt> 
(OonttauKrf trmm Pag* Tws) 
from 1952 to 1958. 
Mr Keene is a native of Tennessee, 
and a graduate of Middle Tennessee State 
College with an advanced degree from Pea- 
body College. For 40 years he taught 
classes in English at Eastern.    Students in 
his classes not only learned the fundamen- 
ts of correct English, but they imbibed an 
inspiration for good literature. 
Professor Keene, from 1926 to 1966, 
worked with young people on the campus, 
teaching, advising, and encouraging them 
in the    precise use   of   their   native ton- 
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President Jeff Okespn 
Vice President ... Steve Okeson 
Secretary Jeanne Chisek 
Treasurer Ken Berry 
Reporter .... Marilyn Barnhart 
Student Council Gary Lightner 
Student Council .. Kathy Phillips 
gue. These three teachers had the rare 
ralent of leading others to appreciate litera- 
ture as a subject of classic enjoyment rather 
than something to be analyzed and under- 
stood as a mechanical gadget or a conglo- 
meration of words dealing with what might 
be called vulgar realism. 
Other Progress Advisers Named 
The second sponsor of The Progress 
paper was Miss Edna Zellhoefer who came 
to Eastern in January, 1922, before Mr. Mc- 
Clain left the following June. Miss Zell- 
hoefer was a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of 
the University of Illinois. For ten years 
she was member of, the English Department 
at Eastern. She also taught classes in 
journalism while sponsoring the school 
paper. She left Eastern to become Mrs. 
Lester Krahe of Kew Gardens, Long Island, 
N.Y. 
For the year of 1925-26, Mr. Hamble- 
ton Tapp sponsored The Progress. He 
was from Springfield, a graduate of Centre 
College, and a nephew of former State Sup- 
erintendent George Colvin. As a teacher 
of English and history, he remained at East- 
:rn for three years. Later Mr. Tapp joined 
the faculty of the University of Kenutcky. 
At present he is Curator of Waveland Mu- 
seum. 
From 1930 to 1934 Dr. Dean W. Rum- 
bold, head of the Biology Department, sup- 
ervised the staff of the college paper. He 
held degrees from the University of Buf- 
falo, University of Wisconsin, and Duke 
University. He came to Eastern in 1928 
and left in 1942 to participate in the war 
effort. 
Mr. Paul Duncan sponsored the paper 
for two years, 1950-52. He had been a 
student at Eastern from Ambridae, Penn. 
Before he graduated in 1950 he had been 
sports editor on The Progress staff. He 
now resides in Florida. 
Mr. Edsel Mountz, was faculty spon- 
sor from 1958 to I960. He had been on the 
staff of the paper when a student in 1947. 
Since 1956 he has been a member of the 
Commerce Department with degrees from 
Eastern and the University of Kentucky. 
After President Martin arrived in I960, 
he created the office of Public Affairs and 
Publicity, and Mr. Donald Feltner was 
placed in charge of all publications. The 
Eastern Progress was changed from a bi- 
monthly to a weekly paper, and its format 
from six to eight columns. Mr. Feltner is- 
a graduate of Eastern in the class of 1956, 
and also has the master's degree. He is a 
native of Hazard. Before graduation he 
was sports editor of the college paper. 
During Mr. Feltner's term as adviser 
he reactivated and organized the Kentucky 
Intercollegiate Press Association and served 
for many years as its adviser. 
Although the Progress frequently has 
been rated "A plus" by the National News- 
paper Service and "Medalist" by the Col- 
umbia Scholastic Press Association, the top 
rating of these national collegiate press as- 
sociations, the coveted "All-American" rat- 
ing has never been awarded The Eastern 
Progress by the Associated Collegiate Press. 
In 1967 Mr. Feltner was appointed 
Chairman of the Mid-Atlantic District of 
the National Council of College Publica- 
tions Advisers. As such he provides leader- 
ship for college publications. advisers in 
Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi 
and Tennessee. 
Mr. Glen A. W. Kleine was named 
adviser to the Progress in 1967. He holds 
a B.S. in Education and an M.A. in Journa- 
lism from the University of Missouri. He 
is a former staff member of the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch. 
In October, 1967, shortly after Mr. 
Kleine arrived, an Ad Hoc Committee on 
Journalism was appointed by President Rob- 
ert R. Martin to determine the future status 
of journalism at Eastern. 
Mr. Kleine was instrumental in initiat- 
ing the Delta Iota Chapter of Alpha Phi 
Gamma, Eastern's honorary journalism 
fraternity to honor students for their ser- 
vice to scholastic publications. The fra- 
ternity was approved by the Faculty Senate 
on February 5, 1968, and was installed by 
Mr. J. W. Click, executive secretary of Al- 
pha Phi Gamma, on March 22, 1968. 
Charter members of this fraternity were: 
Fred Mullins, president; Craig Ammerman, 
vice-president; Mrs. Marsha Scott Webster, 
secretary; Richard Eads, treasurer; Roy Wat- 
son, "Baliff; Wilma Asbury, John Brass- 
field, Joyce Harville, and Robert Kumler, 
members. 
The   Kentucky   Intercollegiate   Press 
Association elected Mr. Kleine as adviser 
of the association in Kentucky in 1967 
:'-* .-I 
udent Publications 
Soon after President Donovan arrived 
on the scene and began to get his adminis- 
tration well in hand, he decided that the 
two student publications needed some fur- 
ther guidance. So he appointed a faculty 
committee to cast a searching eye over the 
activities of the two student staffs. This 
committee included the following members 
of the faculty: 
William L. Keene, Chairman 
(English Dept.) 
A. J. Lawrence, Secretary 
(Commerce Dept.) 
Noel B. Cuff, 
(Education Dept.) 
Winnie Davis Neely, 
(English Dept.)   
Dean W. Rumbold, 
(Biology Dept.) 
Herbert T. Higgins, 
(Industrial Arts Dept.) 
Maude Gibson, (Art Dept.) 
The chairman of this Committee on 
Student Publications was faculty sponsor of 
The Eastern Progress. The secretary of 
the committee was a teacher of commercial 
subjects at Eastern from 1926 to 1930, after 
which he accepted a position at the Uni- 
versity of Kentucky. 
, This Faculty Committee seems to have 
been short lived, and from the minutes as 
reported by the secretary, it seems that its 
main accomplishment was to bring about a 
change in the personnel of the Progress staf f 
which had started out in such a grandiose 
manner the previous summer. A report of 
what the committee attempted was recorded 
and presented to President Donovan. The 
minutes are given here in full: 
Sept. 22,1928. Committee on Student 
Publications. Report by the Secretary, A. J. 
Lawrence. 
"Staff was appointed, and three main 
offices, editor, business manager, and ad- 
vertising manager received whatever funds 
remained from the publication of the paper. 
Other members of the staff received no 
compensation. Because it was a concession 
to certain students to receive all they made 
on the paper, certain abuses have arisen. 
It is the purpose of the committee to so 
supervise the paper that all questions as to 
its value as a school enterprise shall be re- 
moved. 
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(Continued from Fag* Four) 
Editors Spend Budget Quickly 
"The chair reported that $1,000 was 
appropriated by the Board of Regents for 
The Progress for the current year, but that 
about $650 of this sum was spent during the 
summer, leaving $350 for the rest of the 
year. 
"Compensation for the members of the 
staff was discussed but no action was 
taken." 
Two days later the committee held an- 
other meeting, and it seems that in this 
time the summer school staff was 
to retirement, although they ap- 
fHWntly held on for a month longer. 
"Sept. 24, 1928. The general theme 
of the meeting Was ways and means of se- 
lecting a staff for The Progress. 
"Motion made and passed to invite 
each class in the Normal School and College 
to send a representative to meet with the 
Faculty Committee to select nominees to 
iubmit to the student body. Officers to be 
filled are editor-in-chief, business manager, 
and advertising manager. Other members of 
the staff are to be appointed by these, sub- 
ject to the approval of the committee. 
"Another motion was made to allow 
the chairman to act as he sees fit in carry- 
ing out the preceding motion. 
"A motion was carried unanimously 
that there shall be no compensation for the 
members of the staff of The Progress. This 
motion was tabled until the next regular 
meeting. 
"It was voted to have the chairman 
appoint a sub-committee to investigate the 
possibility of financing a weekly publica- 
tion." 
There is no record of a report being 
ma^c by, this surj-c^xronitfee, Jxtt Jhe paper. 
continued as a bi-monhtly. 
Staff Threatens Resignation 
Three other committee meetings were 
held. "October 3, 1928. The committee 
discussed in an informal manner the situa- 
tion of The Progress. Since the staff 
elected had signified their intention of re* 
signing if ho compension is allowed ways 
and means of selecting another staff were 
discussed. Nothing definite was decided 
on." 
"October 4, 1928. It was decided to 
present a program at assembly Tuesday, 
October 9-   The staff has not resigned and 
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President  
Vice President Ralph Cox 
Treasurer ....... Shannon Logan 
Secretary Donna Justice 
Jim Marcitm 
Reporter  
Student Couacfl 
Student Council 
. Guy Cobon 
Mike Bowers 
Linda Chism 
Lucille Strother  
Eugene Sammons 
Margaret Carter  
Hdgar T. Higgins  
Robert T. Adkins 
Mildred Redding   
Fred Dial   
Robert K. Salyers  
Fred Dial  
Kenneth T. Marshall  
Albert W. Crumbaugh 
William W. Martin 
Harold Prim 
Gibson Prather  
Albert W Crumbaugh 
Vivian M. Buckshorn  
Harold Prim  
Albert Crumbaugh 
Morris Creech  
Donald Micheison 
Morris Creech  
Kelly Core 
Ralph Maurer   
1922 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1932-32 
1935-36 
1936-37 
1937-38 
there is a possibility it will not." 
"Nov. 11,1928. A motion was made 
and passed that the same financial policy 
adopted for The Progress be applied to the 
Milestone. The motion was later amended 
to include the policy of having a complete 
itemized statement from each publication 
submitted for approval at the end of the 
year." 
There must have been some wrangling 
behind the scenes after the committee meet- 
ing of Novmber 11. The secretary fires a 
parting shot soon after the beginning of the 
new year, with no date attached, he leaves 
the following comment: 
"This committee did not meet after 
November 11, 1928. Both the Progress 
and the Milestone were conducted by their 
respective advisors and the committee had 
no way of knowing what was being done. 
Neither has the committee received a re- 
port on the financial condition of either 
publication as was voted on November 11, 
1928. 
"I am therefore recommending in the 
future, that the committee have.closer sup- 
ervision of the publications, as they ate be- 
ing operated, and at the end of the year, or 
there is no need for a committee of this 
kind. 
"Respectfully submitted, 
A. J. Lawrence, .Secretary 
The Progress issue for October 25, 
1928, was the last number published by the 
summer school staff. The next issue, Nov- 
ember 9, gives the names of the new staff 
as follows: Robert K. Salyers, editor-in- 
chief, David McKinney, business manager, 
and Goebel J. Harrod, advertising manager. 
The paper was changed from five 
columns to six colums, which format was 
retained for 32 years, with one single ex- 
ception. The number published May 21, 
1943, was an eight column paper. 
It might be mentioned here that all of 
these young men mentioned in connection 
with the Eastern Progress in these early 
years have since become very successful in 
their different fields. 
Dr. W. F. ODonndl succeeded Dr. 
H. L. Donovan as- president of Eastern in 
1941, the year that this country entered 
World War II. 
After Mr. Keene retired from the re- 
sponsibility of supervising the school news- 
paper in 1943, no other faculty sponsor was 
appointed for the next seven years. During 
that period Miss Lois Colley, the president's 
secretary, was alumni editor for the paper; 
and she also served as a contact between 
the Progress staff and the President's office. 
The editor-in-chief was then appointed 
by the president upon recommendation of 
the English Department. President O'Don- 
nell put an end to the payment of the first 
three staff members from funds derived 
from advertising, and substituted instead a 
certain stipend paid to these staff members 
from school funds. 
An incident, that might be mentioned 
here, occurred in this interval when the 
paper had no faculty sponsor. Some boy 
Dn the campus submitted article for pub- 
lication in the school paper, in which article 
appeared some vulgar expressions. The 
president was informed about it before the 
paper went to press, and he let the editor 
know his objections. The editor, then a 
girl student, replied that the president was 
interferring with freedom of the press, and 
she wanted to publish the article, out it did 
not appear in print. 
After I960 the Coordinator of Public 
Affairs exercised supervision of the school 
paper. It appears weekly and it has ad- 
opted an editorial policy of liberalism. 
Edward E. Eicher   1938-39 
Mary Agnes Finneran  1939-40 
Ruth Catlett  1940-41 
Jim Squires ^ 
Paul Dickerson Brandes  1941-42 
Natalie Murray  1942-43 
Gaude Rawlins 
Betty Strachan      1943-44 
Tommye Rankin 
Herbert Searcy 
Tommye Rankin  1944-45 
Bob Ryle  1945-46 
Norma Ann Richards  1946-47 
Sam Fife  1947-48 
Elizabeth Pennington .... 
PaulMinch  
Lenora Douglas 
Helen Burke  
Frank Leahy 
Ruth Ann Hulker  
Edith Ann Taylor 
Mary Jo Campbell  
Mary Elizabeth Johnson 
Bert Bowling  
Thom McElfresh 
1948-49 
1949-50 
1950-51 
1951-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
Dolores Samson 
Peggy Hinkle  
Doug Robinson 
Janet Thompson 
Bert Bach , 
Delia Ann Warren 
Beverly Dansby  
Tommy Logsdon 
Jean Patterson  
Sandy Wilhoite 
Charles Klonne  
Larry Stanley 
Marian Bazzy  
Ronnie Wolfe   
Mary Ann Nelson  
Doug Whitlock  
Evelyn Joy Graham 
Gerald Maerz  
Pamela Smith  
Brenda Philpot 
Bill Raker  
Gerald Maerz  
Fred Mullins  
Allen Trimble  
Craig Ammerman .... 
1956-57 
1957-58 
 1958-59 
 1959-60 
 1960-61 
  1961-62 
  1962-63 
  1963-64 
  1964-65 
Summer, 1965 
  1965-66 
Summer, 1966 
  1966^7 
Summer, 1967 
  1967-68 
Summer, 1968 
  1968-69 
The Eastern Progress wishes to 
thank this distinguished member of the 
Eastern community for extending per- 
missjon^torejjrinyu^n^^ 
Edwards has contributed much to the 
rich heritage of Eastern by writing many 
manuscripts on a variety of traditional 
organizations: 
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1968 EASTERN COLONELS 
Front row from left: Fred Francis, assistant coach; Lowell Flannary, manager; Tim Speaks, Don Buehter 
William Wright, Vern Town, Bob Luman, Charles Walton, Ron McCloud Ted Green, Pete CompassI, Bill 
March. Skip Daugherty, manager; Dick Robby. graduate assistant. Second row: Butch Troutman, Allen Baker, 
Doug Johnston, Brian Siemon. Harry Gibbs, BIU Bishop, Rich Dryden, Miller Arritt, Tom Shetler, Bob WNtt, 
Dick Dunkle, Don Minor, Bill Brewer. Butch Evans, Don Moore. Third row: Mike Jackson, teainer; Fred 
Malins, graduate assistant; Jack Ison, assistant coach; Mark Shireman, John Ankey, Pat Sheridan, Sidney 
Yeldell, James Wilson, Ron Reed, Jim Dernier. Dave Maupln, Ron House, Jim Guice, Paul Knauer Ted 
Taylor, John Tazel, James Kelley, BiU Shannon, assistant coach; Bobby HarvUle, assistant coach; BUner 
Stephens, graduate assistant. Fourth row: Bill Worrell, graduate assistant; Fed Trolke, Harold Joyce, JacK 
Armstrong, Ken Richardson, Donnte Evans, Tom Swart z. Paul Hampton, Jimmy Moberly, Don Wigginton, Head 
Coach Roy Kidd. 
IF IT WERE LEGAL, 
MAKE BOOK ON A HOMECOMING WIN 
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1968 WALLACE'S EMPLOYEES 
Front row from left: Stan Osborne, Jim Rogers, Tom Mattingly. BUI Summer, Mike Bently. Back row: David 
Walnscott. Connie Jackson, Jennifer Diefenbach, Pat Nicholas,   Sue. Smith, Winnie Malatesta,   Sue Barger, 
Clarence Wilkinson, manager: 
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